from_user
s_bearden

text
Don’t forget the archive from each week can be found on the #edtechchat wiki at:
http://t.co/jFsKpMrSM9

time
19/01/2015 21:00:2

RT @SteveWyborney: Animated Blog Post
"Exploring Multiplication"

robpennington9

http://t.co/TNFvHAMSKt
#edtechchat #cdnedchat #vachat #4thchat #tlap ht…
RT @thomascmurray: Make sure to tune into #edtechchat at 8pm EST next Monday
night for a special #FutureReady edition! @All4Ed @OfficeofEd…
RT @Mrreiff: Interested seeing what ADEs are doing with ELA and literacy?Join me,
@katiemorrow, &amp; @cgagliolo for #adechat tomorrow at 9PM E…
A5: I setup a Prezi with voiceover this week for my digital marketing Ss- tutorial on
setting up a LinkedIn profile.Worked well. #edtechchat
Make sure to tune into #edtechchat at 8pm EST next Monday night for a special
#FutureReady edition! @All4Ed @OfficeofEdTech
Thank you for having me moderate this amazing chat tonight. Thank you all for
supporting @TeacherCast. #edtechchat
Interested seeing what ADEs are doing with ELA and literacy?Join me,
@katiemorrow, &amp; @cgagliolo for #adechat tomorrow at 9PM EST #edtechchat
#edtechchat Podcasting great recording reading then having Ss listen to self assess.
Also share recordings w parents http://t.co/v4BetRII0N
Wow- Great #edtechchat - Thanks @TeacherCast for moderating tonight
#edtechchat

Mrreiff

Thanks to @TeacherCast for moderating #edtechchat tonight.

19/01/2015 20:59:5

tomrchambers

Go to - http://t.co/CTxQcvgQp9 - ED TECH #edtechchat http://t.co/KHIifyjraK

19/01/2015 20:59:4

teachlove4SpEd
s_bearden
TeacherCast
ChrissannRuehle
thomascmurray
TeacherCast
Mrreiff
cherandpete
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RT @SteveWyborney: Animated Blog Post
"Exploring Multiplication"
Ryan7Read

http://t.co/TNFvHAMSKt
#edtechchat #cdnedchat #vachat #4thchat #tlap ht…

19/01/2015 20:59:4

RT @SteveWyborney: Animated Blog Post
"Exploring Multiplication"

brachsmith

http://t.co/TNFvHAMSKt
#edtechchat #cdnedchat #vachat #4thchat #tlap ht…
19/01/2015 20:59:3
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Easy to use Success Criteria 4 Podcasting can be
downloaded here http://t.co/v4BetRII0N http://t.co/sialCDvmhj
19/01/2015 20:59:3

Gregbagby

Thanks @TeacherCast loved it. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:59:2

ebrownorama

Thanks for amazing learning #edtechchat !!

19/01/2015 20:59:2

TeacherCast

@dbuckedu great to meet you! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:59:2

burgess_shelley

Animated Blog Post
"Exploring Multiplication"
SteveWyborney
s_bearden

http://t.co/TNFvHAMSKt
#edtechchat #cdnedchat #vachat #4thchat #tlap http://t.co/isOUAZqrQD

19/01/2015 20:59:1
19/01/2015 20:59:0

s_bearden

Many thanks for @teachercast for guest moderating #edtechchat this evening!
RT @DrMattParker: Remember, message is most important. Great "production
value" can't fix lame message. Great messages don't need special e…

dbuckedu

Thanks @TeacherCast for an enlightening discussion! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:59:0

Gregbagby

@WardBiology @TeacherCast @Flocabulary The kids love it. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:58:5

19/01/2015 20:59:0

#edtechchat THANK YOU for having me tonight to moderate
TeacherCast
mythsysizer
ajpodchaski

VideoBrains1
ebrownorama
DrMattParker

Would you like to do this topic again with me?
#edtechchat A6 What do you think contributes to longevity of a podcast, apart from
an engaging recording!
RT @mrnesi: #edtechchat podcast consumers... Remember to rate and review all
the podcasts you listen to! Your feedback is valuable to the c…

19/01/2015 20:58:4
19/01/2015 20:58:4
19/01/2015 20:58:4

@Gregbagby @WardBiology @TeacherCast @Flocabulary
Check us out #edtechchat ters:
https://t.co/38DVh5aysh http://t.co/RCkv5hf4j3
19/01/2015 20:58:4
Come join us April 30 - May 2 in Winnipeg, Canada for action projects with Rushton
Hurley @rushtonh http://t.co/h8nNAnjJoh #edtechchat @RRC
19/01/2015 20:58:3
Remember, message is most important. Great "production value" can't fix lame
message. Great messages don't need special effects #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:58:3

MsGutheil
wmchamberlain
ebrownorama
ajpodchaski
s_bearden
PomegranateLab
s_bearden
Doceri_Jason
TeacherCast
MsGutheil
s_bearden

ParveenAmity
KS_EdMktg
wmchamberlain
intelhoodlum
Chclteteacher
mrnesi

TeacherCast
MsGutheil
ajpodchaski
jsprfox

RT @CommonLit: #edtechchat Hey #literacy teachers, check out our free collection
of supplemental texts--great on ipads or #Edmodo. http://t…
@TeacherCast is it better to have longer audio or video? I listen to audio all the time
but don't watch that much video. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Latest #edtechchat @bamradionetwork episode: Using Hastags
and Twitter Chats in the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ @mss…
@LawgDawg13 depends on what oyu are doing - when we disucss the chat we stay
under 15 minutes total. #edtechchat topic dictates length
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat Easy to use Success Criteria 4 Podcasting can be
downloaded here http://t.co/v4BetRII0N http://t.co/sialCDvmhj
RT @KS_EdMktg: @wmchamberlain I don't disagree on self-discovery. As #PBL
advocate, our primary aim is authentic learning skills. Overlaps.…
Thanks for joining this week’s #edtechchat! Don’t forget to follow your new
connections from tonight!
#docerichat THIS Wed. 1/21/15 @ 5PM PST. Talking interactive teaching methods.
Preparing for GHO screencast Fest in Feb. #edtechchat
@DJrSchug DM me with any questions and i’m happy to answer or jump on a GHO
#edtechchat
RT @JudyArzt: @CinnamunB iMovie and WeVideo are relatively easy to use for
your students it would seem #edtechchat
Latest #edtechchat @bamradionetwork episode: Using Hastags and Twitter Chats in
the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ @mssackstein
@Mrreiff #edtechchat
My class blogs embedded them.in posts.
And
#PodcastByAmityStudents
@wmchamberlain I don't disagree on self-discovery. As #PBL advocate, our primary
aim is authentic learning skills. Overlaps. :) #edtechchat
@jsprfox if it is for the teacher to create, I would say no shorter than 15 minutes.
Hard to get invested with less time. #edtechchat
@Chclteteacher writes about Frontier Heroes’ strange look at “history”
http://t.co/p0Fsh8xmYm #edchat #historyteacher #edtechchat #edtech
@Chclteteacher writes about Frontier Heroes’ strange look at “history”
http://t.co/zH9Z5oVfkQ #edchat #historyteacher #edtechchat #edtech
RT @TeacherCast: Don’t forget to tune into the @TechEdShow LIVE on Sun Jan 25
to catch @s_bearden discussing her amazing @TweechMeapp #edte…
RT @mrnesi: 5-star ratings and positive reviews help podcasts get noticed in
@itunes so other ppl can discover and enjoy the content.
#edte…
RT @ebrownorama: Most students have smartphones in their pockets - great tools
for podcasting &amp; video #edtechchat Gives Ss a reason to use …
@s_bearden @InstTechTalk prepping now - will take a few extra minutes to tripple
count @EduTriplets #edtechchat
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cherandpete

@wmchamberlain good point! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:57:2
@TeacherCast Looking forward to checking it out. Thanks for sharing the resource.
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:57:2
#edtechchat Easy to use Success Criteria 4 Podcasting can be downloaded here
http://t.co/v4BetRII0N http://t.co/sialCDvmhj
19/01/2015 20:57:2

jsprfox

@TeacherCast wow that is fascinating Jeff! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:57:1

TeacherCast

@WardBiology be creative with your lessons ! #edtechchat
@jsprfox If the goal is for kids to make them then the kids have to decide.
#edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 several great mobile and desktops apps to
create podcasts… check out @bossjockapp #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast Please take a moment and check my audio videos shows
http://t.co/VjAWIlxCWY | http://t.co/VjAWIlxCWY #edtechchat #edtechchat
@RobPorczek I’ve got a ton of content on the site. I can help if you DM after the
chat to help you find ;-) #edtechchat
Come join us April 30 - May 2 in Winnipeg, Canada for action projects with Rushton
Hurley @rushtonh http://t.co/JybFmWvtyV #edtechchat @RRC
5-star ratings and positive reviews help podcasts get noticed in @itunes so other ppl
can discover and enjoy the content.
#edtechchat
@WardBiology @TeacherCast I created podcast much like the @Flocabulary
website… but not as cool. #edtechchat
@TheTechRabbi @wmchamberlain Jeez, both of you deserve medals. Keep being
the amazing educators you are! #edtechchat
RT @ebrownorama: RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 several great mobile and
desktops apps to create podcasts… check out @bossjockapp #edtechch…
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ParveenAmity
TeacherCast
ebrownorama
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s_bearden
ms_lister12
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TeacherCast
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TeacherCast
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RT @Mrreiff: A6: What are best ideas for distributing podcasts to students' devices?
#edtechchat
@wmchamberlain I do shows that are 8 minutes and shows that are an hour
#edtechchat all depends on content
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 several great mobile and desktops apps to
create podcasts… check out @bossjockapp #edtechchat @RobPorczek
RT @TeacherCast: Please take a moment and check out my audio and videos
shows http://t.co/VPgIWo2ZG7 | http://t.co/VPgIWo2ZG7 #edtechchat
#edtechchat as this chat ends, consider joining #teacheredchat right afterwards to
share ideas about teaching #MLK legacy; thanaks
This was a great #edtechchat. Learned &amp; gathered useful resources. Have a
smooth week everyone. Goodnight.
@wmchamberlain shorter is better would you agree? Or is it different than video?
#edtechchat
@DJrSchug check out my site… just did a post (tweeted it earlier) on starting a
podcast. #edtechchat
Please take a moment and check out my audio and videos shows
http://t.co/VPgIWo2ZG7 | http://t.co/VPgIWo2ZG7 #edtechchat
RT @ebrownorama: Most students have smartphones in their pockets - great tools
for podcasting &amp; video #edtechchat Gives Ss a reason to use …
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 several great mobile and desktops apps to
create podcasts… check out @bossjockapp #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 several great mobile and desktops apps to
create podcasts… check out @bossjockapp #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 several great mobile and desktops apps to
create podcasts… check out @bossjockapp #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Podcasting Tech Tip
Put your phone in your shirt pocket while you are teaching and hit the record
button…. then use that …
@LawgDawg13 several great mobile and desktops apps to create podcasts… check
out @bossjockapp #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Don’t forget to tune into the @TechEdShow LIVE on Sun Jan 25
to catch @s_bearden discussing her amazing @TweechMeapp #edte…
A6: @TeacherCast What are the names of some sources that can help me create
my own podcast! #edtechchat
@TeacherCast Never would have thought of this! Also, then you can include
answers in the podcast to ?s Ss asked in class! #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Don’t forget to tune into the @TechEdShow LIVE on Sun Jan 25
to catch @s_bearden discussing her amazing @TweechMeapp #edte…
@Mrreiff also remember the CAST part means that it has an RSS feed.
#edtechchat
Don’t forget to tune into the @TechEdShow LIVE on Sun Jan 25 to catch
@s_bearden discussing her amazing @TweechMeapp #edtechchat
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@Mrreiff distribute through Google Drive and embed on website #edtechchat
.@ebrownorama Yes, easy to create videos w/ phones using iMovie. Also, check
VoiceThread phone app #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:55:0

19/01/2015 20:54:5

TeacherCast

RT @MartinezTeach: #EdTech #EdChat #EdTechChat http://t.co/oXHXjM8563
RT @DJrSchug: A6 What's the first step to making it happen @TeacherCast?
#edtechchat
Recording #screencast in short takes WAY easier than one long ‘perfect’ take.
Merge takes in @teamDoceri http://t.co/NAWodrKLb1 #edtechchat
@s_bearden @TeacherCast @jsprfox Hangout on air with an Olympian. Look over
and see red button. Panic stricken. #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: #edtechchat podcast consumers... Remember to rate and review all
the podcasts you listen to! Your feedback is valuable to the c…

jsprfox

@ajpodchaski @TeacherCast @SappingtonTony great point Alex! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:54:4

tomrchambers

19/01/2015 20:54:3

wmchamberlain

Go to - http://t.co/DHzaHsHinH - ED TECH #edtechchat http://t.co/utiHhd793L
@LawgDawg13 the aver person listens to a youtube video for 30 seconds. The ave
person listens to teachercast for 13 minutes.#edtechchat
RT @LawgDawg13: A6: what do you use for an audio podcast? What application
&amp; how do you publish? #edtechchat
@jsprfox @TeacherCast @SappingtonTony if on school domain g+ and youtube
must be enabled #edtechchat
@DJrSchug @TeacherCast Must develop a plan with the subject in mind… well
that's what I think. #edtechchat
I listen to podcasts that are over and hour long and ones that last 15 minutes. Both
leave me wanting more. #edtechchat

jsprfox

@TeacherCast @TheTechRabbi and also parcel them out, right Jeff? #edtechchat
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SappingtonTony
mrnesi
ebrownorama

RT @robpennington9: @TeacherCast @SappingtonTony Check out
https://t.co/LUKLA0QMum #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:53:5

RT @s_bearden: @InstTechTalk We archive! http://t.co/AvbU12H5v3 #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:53:5
Most students have smartphones in their pockets - great tools for podcasting &amp;
video #edtechchat Gives Ss a reason to use their mobiles
19/01/2015 20:53:5
Podcasting Tech Tip
Put your phone in your shirt pocket while you are teaching and hit the record
button…. then use that mp3

TeacherCast

#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:53:4

dsmitheisd

RT @MartinezTeach: #EdTech #EdChat #EdTechChat http://t.co/oXHXjM8563
@wmchamberlain I wish it was so simple. Full time job, Masters program, and 4
kids. :D #edtechchat I consider myself fairly passionate.
A6 Our Ss using Macs have many choices to produce podcasts. We've added
Chromebooks - any suggestions for creating on those? #edtechchat
RT @LawgDawg13: A6: what do you feel an appropriate length is for an episode?
#edtechchat
The length of a podcast is dependent of the content, of course the listener is the
arbiter. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:53:4

A6 What's the first step to making it happen @TeacherCast? #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: #edtechchat podcast consumers... Remember to rate and review all
the podcasts you listen to! Your feedback is valuable to the c…
RT @LawgDawg13: A6: what do you feel an appropriate length is for an episode?
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:53:2

@coachfisher_rp i record to mp4 and mp3 at the same time #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @SappingtonTony visit https://t.co/Yy3D6EoAV7 while logged into
your google account and follow directions #edtechchat
RT @MathNeil: Check out some great S videos @KerryHawk02 &amp;
@RocketsHelpDesk #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:53:1

http://t.co/Q7VU9eudHV
A6: what do you use for an audio podcast? What application &amp; how do you
publish? #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @SappingtonTony Check out https://t.co/LUKLA0QMum
#edtechchat
@s_bearden Yes--or students will not see a connection between it and their
learning. #edtechchat
RT @coachfisher_rp: A6: What is your preferred format for podcast recording? And
what type of lesson would you suggest starting with? #edte…

19/01/2015 20:53:1

A6: What are best ideas for distributing podcasts to students' devices? #edtechchat
@Emily_EasyBib @lyndelleg Great resource! Mind if I send it out to our users? How
long have you had a flipped classroom? #edtechchat
#edtechchat 4 Mother's Day my Ss produce Happy Mom's Day vids. All the reasons
they love their moms Mom's LOVE it! http://t.co/hLLkQVRAFj
#edtechchat podcast consumers... Remember to rate and review all the podcasts
you listen to! Your feedback is valuable to the creators.
@TheTechRabbi you need to be efficiant with your editing and show notes… i
recorded 4 shows today #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Do you want to build a podcast? Part 1 #PodcastPLN |
#edtechchat http://t.co/7S7zOgmsqH via @teachercast
@TheTechRabbi Honestly, you find time for what you value. If you really find value,
you will create the time. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:53:0

@dbuckedu @s_bearden whole heartedly agree!! #edtechchat
RT @jsprfox: haha too funny! -&gt; RT @s_bearden: A5: Don't forget to hit the
record button! #edtechchat #donethat

19/01/2015 20:52:4

A6: what do you feel an appropriate length is for an episode? #edtechchat
@WardBiology best these days to simply put your video into your Google Drive…
UNLIMITED storage space and it’s safe and secure #edtechchat
RT @MathNeil: Check out some great S videos @KerryHawk02 &amp;
@RocketsHelpDesk #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:52:3

http://t.co/Q7VU9eudHV
RT @CogneroLearning: "the [edtech] industry has nearly quintupled from a base of
$385 million in 2009" to $1.8B in 2014. #edtechchat http:…
A6: to me, a podcast should hit highlights of a blog or weekly chat. If a core
message /epiphany isn't there - dont podcast. #edtechchat
A6: What is your preferred format for podcast recording? And what type of lesson
would you suggest starting with? #edtechchat
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@InstTechTalk We archive! http://t.co/AvbU12H5v3 #edtechchat
"the [edtech] industry has nearly quintupled from a base of $385 million in 2009" to
$1.8B in 2014. #edtechchat http://t.co/9U0j5WVHlR

19/01/2015 20:52:2

Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork: http://t.co/mZ0OM3riPL
A6: How do you find the time? This is my biggest time. Same with blogging.
#edtechchat
@raspberryberet3 @s_bearden Right! Too much teacher PD is tech-focused rather
than pedagogy-focused. :-( #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @Gregbagby http://t.co/02HusqS9bt all of my gear is on this
site #edtechchat I can DM for other specific info
@SappingtonTony Great question… Anyone have an answer for this one?
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:52:1

@TeacherCast Thanks!!! Secret Gear Head. #edtechchat
@TeacherCast A6: After podcasts are created by Ts or Ss, what is the best way to
share them? How do you assess learning? #edtechchat
RT @SappingtonTony: A6- how do you record a google hangout on air?
#EdTechChat
RT @KatieAnn_76: #EduLS challenge 3. Technology opens doors to new
possibilities. http://t.co/qTcYkuR2rv #edtech #edtechchat http://t.co…
@TeacherCast @s_bearden I guess the converse is when you WERE talking and
you thought the mic was off :) #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @jsprfox I still owe Jeannette a redo. To be fair, I hit record but it
was web based and my laptop went to sleep #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:52:0

A6- how do you record a google hangout on air? #EdTechChat
RT @TeacherCast: Q6: #edtechchat What questions do YOU have about creating
your own podcast that I can answer tonight?
RT @ebrownorama: A5: The technology needs to be ubiquitous so can't be difficult
to learn to allow Ss to share their learning and not inter…
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@InstTechTalk you just did participate Jeff
TeacherCast

#edtechchat
RT @Emily_EasyBib: "How To Flip Your Classroom for 2015"
http://t.co/ZW1iMP0qWt #edtechbridge #edtechchat #flipclass
@Gregbagby http://t.co/02HusqS9bt all of my gear is on this site #edtechchat I
can DM for other specific info
RT @ebrownorama: Creating videos for many topics gives Ss practice to share their
learning, becomes a natural process #edtechchat
A6) What are the specs of the gear you use for the podcast @TeacherCast
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:51:3

dbuckedu

@gradeable I teach composition/literature at a community college. #edtechchat
@s_bearden @jsprfox I’d love to play for you the one time I forgot to push the
record button… but… well… i can’t

19/01/2015 20:50:5

TeacherCast

#edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q6: #edtechchat What questions do YOU have about creating
your own podcast that I can answer tonight?
RT @TeacherCast: Q6: #edtechchat What questions do YOU have about creating
your own podcast that I can answer tonight?
@dbuckedu Good point. Podcasting for the sake of podcasting is not valuable...must
have a learning goal! #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain Sure. But if they know there's a pro standard for what's "good",
why not add context for real world learning? #edtechchat
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@s_bearden @TeacherCast @jsprfox me too!! #edtechchat
@JudyArzt Thank you I was wondering about wevideo since we are using google.
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:50:4

@BaBlalock now following... Too much listening and typing! #edtechchat
RT @KatieAnn_76: #EduLS challenge 3. Technology opens doors to new
possibilities. http://t.co/qTcYkuR2rv #edtech #edtechchat http://t.co…
Three lessons from data on the best ways to give feedback to students
http://t.co/LDIkZKXcxi #assessment #feedback #edtech #edtechchat
#edtechchat My Ss write scripts (narrative stories) &amp; turn into video with pics,
narration, etc. They LOVE it! http://t.co/G1wff05FAM
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@pgeorge Hi Peggy! #edtechchat
TeacherCast
CommonLit

Peggy is one of my favorite Podcasting EduBabes!
#edtechchat Hey #literacy teachers, check out our free collection of supplemental
texts--great on ipads or #Edmodo. http://t.co/pCO5hgzQ1S
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wmchamberlain
raspberryberet3
TeacherCast
s_bearden
pgeorge
JeffreyKeefer
jsprfox
dbuckedu

RT @TeacherCast: Q6: #edtechchat What questions do YOU have about creating
your own podcast that I can answer tonight?
@dbuckedu @s_bearden agreed! Goes for tech in general; enhances learning,
doesn't replace it :) #edtechchat
Q6: #edtechchat What questions do YOU have about creating your own podcast that
I can answer tonight?
RT @dbuckedu: A5: Does the podcast advance the learning narrative? Do the Ss
know the connection between it and their mastery of concepts? …
RT @mrnesi: One of new favorite podcasts is Truth for Teachers by
@Angela_Watson #mustlisten #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: Here is the homepage for #walkmyworld, some students actually
participating many through teacher blogs http://t.co/TVfYoJXG…
@s_bearden @TeacherCast totally, you are not alone! #edtechchat
A5: Does the podcast advance the learning narrative? Do the Ss know the
connection between it and their mastery of concepts? #edtechchat
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check out http://t.co/3miObdUPCg they are awesome @wevideo #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @jsprfox oh i'm glad to hear I am not the only one who has done
that...embarassing! #edtechchat
@CinnamunB iMovie and WeVideo are relatively easy to use for your students it
would seem #edtechchat
Work with empathy for your stds - DEAR NEWTOWN - http://t.co/9GQO2BxEcJ
#edtechchat http://t.co/pb4iWgerZo
RT @TheTechRabbi: A5: Script writing builds confidence and helps students learn
about tone of voice. #edtechchat
RT @JudyArzt: .@iplante @RossCoops31 @serial I guess that is why I prefer video
creation &amp; digital storytelling over podcasting #edtechchat
@dbuckedu That's an awesome outlook! What grade level do you/did you teacher?
#edtechchat
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RT @TeacherCast: Podcasting Tech Tip:
Equipment does NOT have to be expensive…
s_bearden

it DOES have to be used for quality audio recordings #ed…

19/01/2015 20:49:1

RossCoops31

@iplante @Mrreiff Disagree to disagree? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:49:1

TeacherCast

19/01/2015 20:49:1

TheTechRabbi

Q6 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 like anything (print, audio, video, etc...) content and clear purpose
key not avenue of it #edtechchat
@KS_EdMktg I think students can discover that if you do class reviews of the work
and let them criticize #edtechchat
@T_HEB that's huge - simply engagement, reflection strategy. Pause and let the
process it/summarize/predict/etc. #edtechchat
@NicolRHoward @s_bearden Like the days of leaving the lens cap or forgetting to
put film inside! #edtechchat Classic!

KS_EdMktg

A5. @s_bearden Or check the batteries. Or forget the memory card. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:48:4

TeacherCast

@BaBlalock Thanks for joining us tonight for #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: One of new favorite podcasts is Truth for Teachers by
@Angela_Watson #mustlisten #edtechchat
RT @dbuckedu: A5: Do not use them to replace engaged, interactive teaching!
Podcasts should never replace effective T who individualizes. …
RT @TheTechRabbi: A5: Get serious about sound quality! Adapter for iPad to attach
external mic for $5 vs. Rode $50 mic http://t.co/RuK8Jyex…
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RT @TeacherCast: Podcasting Tech Tip:
Equipment does NOT have to be expensive…
teachintechgal
dbuckedu
BaBlalock
teamdoceri
CommonLit
kcalderw

it DOES have to be used for quality audio recordings #ed…
A5: Do not use them to replace engaged, interactive teaching! Podcasts should
never replace effective T who individualizes. #edtechchat
Thanks #edtechchat for a great chat! I am not following 4 podcasts &amp; I'm
excited to see where that will lead.
RT @jsprfox: haha too funny! -&gt; RT @s_bearden: A5: Don't forget to hit the
record button! #edtechchat #donethat
RT @robpennington9: If you’re near CT. Come to @EdCampSWCT March 7th. 8-1
for a great day of learning. @iplante @atragg http://t.co/5QEfdJt…
RT @robpennington9: If you’re near CT. Come to @EdCampSWCT March 7th. 8-1
for a great day of learning. @iplante @atragg http://t.co/5QEfdJt…
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MsGutheil
JudyArzt
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RT @TeacherCast: 15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or
Consumer #PodcastPLN http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #ed…
.@iplante @RossCoops31 @serial I guess that is why I prefer video creation &amp;
digital storytelling over podcasting #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: Has it gotten to the point where video is no longer enough to
engage? Is it no longer special? #edtechchat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat A link to Why Podcast?http://t.co/v4BetRII0N
GREAT for having students read their own writing! http://t.co/hW…
@tsschmidty @AshleyCooksey2 @T_HEB Sung to Schoolhouse rock theme "We
the people...in order to form a more perfect union..." #edtechchat
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Podcasting Tech Tip:
Equipment does NOT have to be expensive…
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it DOES have to be used for quality audio recordings #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: If you’re near CT. Come to @EdCampSWCT March 7th. 8-1
for a great day of learning. @iplante @atragg http://t.co/5QEfdJt…
@TheTechRabbi this is a great point one that I learned from listening to the
@TeacherCast show/ site #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:48:0

@Mrreiff @RossCoops31 on this point or in general?! lol #edtechchat
@JudyArzt Ease of use for the tool as I would want students to create the video.
#edtechchat
@a_papazoglou @crowhurstfisher @MrsTurcotte @TheCandyDish @RemindHQ
can be written in the language of your choice. #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain Agreed. But also teach S's about the best way to deliver voice.
Just "making" misses learning opp about context. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Podcasting Tech Tips: Group Podcasts have more energy than
Solo Podcasts… unless you are @GustafsonBrad and the #30secondt…
@jsprfox @s_bearden yeah… i’ve forgotten that button a few times during the live
show… #important #edtechchat
+1 - Important! ~&gt; “@s_bearden: A5: Don't forget to hit the record button!
#edtechchat #donethat”
RT @TheTechRabbi: A5: Get serious about sound quality! Adapter for iPad to attach
external mic for $5 vs. Rode $50 mic http://t.co/RuK8Jyex…
RT @TheTechRabbi: A5: Script writing builds confidence and helps students learn
about tone of voice. #edtechchat
haha too funny! -&gt; RT @s_bearden: A5: Don't forget to hit the record button!
#edtechchat #donethat
@RossCoops31 you ever listen beyond 20min? Only podcast I did was @serial as
flow changed along time #edtechchat same topic can be too long
A5: Script writing builds confidence and helps students learn about tone of voice.
#edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Podcasting Tech Tip: Record your first episode… then listen to
it… critique… then record another and call THAT ONE episode…
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat A link to Why Podcast?http://t.co/v4BetRII0N
GREAT for having students read their own writing! http://t.co/hW…
A5 Allow for pause or wait time so Ss can process info. Also allows points for Ss to
find when pausing or rewinding #edtechchat
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@iplante I disagree with @RossCoops31 #edtechchat
@tsschmidty I agree! Add pics, add music, relate content to kids’ lives through story.
#edtech is for #Learningexperience #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Podcasting Tech Tips: Group Podcasts have more energy than
Solo Podcasts… unless you are @GustafsonBrad and the #30secondt…
RT @Gregbagby: @coachfisher_rp @RossCoops31 I agree with the
coach!!!.#edtechchat
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RT @s_bearden: A5: Don't forget to hit the record button! #edtechchat #donethat
RT @cherandpete: #edtechchat A link to Why Podcast?http://t.co/v4BetRII0N
GREAT for having students read their own writing! http://t.co/hW…
Podcasting Tech Tips: Group Podcasts have more energy than Solo Podcasts…
unless you are @GustafsonBrad and the #30secondtake #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:46:4

@TeacherCast lol I have to have a script, otherwise... Lol :) #edtechchat
A5: Get serious about sound quality! Adapter for iPad to attach external mic for $5
vs. Rode $50 mic http://t.co/RuK8JyexEh #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: a5) also remember, the product isn't the point of student
podcasting, it is the students' experiences that are valuable.…
RT @kodable: #KidsCanCode Chat with guest moderator @tcarey98! "Squeezing
Coding into my Curriculum" #edchat #makered #edtechchat http://t.…
@gradeable Most definitely! Ease of use and good training is key. We use
@instructure Canvas. #edtechchat
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.@CinnamunB Do you mean ease of use of the tool or ease of use for integration
into curriculum? #edtechchat
#edtechchat A link to Why Podcast?http://t.co/v4BetRII0N GREAT for having
students read their own writing! http://t.co/hWYl7hAmcq
If you’re near CT. Come to @EdCampSWCT March 7th. 8-1 for a great day of
learning. @iplante @atragg http://t.co/5QEfdJtvnc #edtechchat
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A5: Don't forget to hit the record button! #edtechchat #donethat
@a_papazoglou @crowhurstfisher @MrsTurcotte @TheCandyDish @RemindHQ
Absolutely! Some parents use twitter. All parents text! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:45:5

@iplante I disagree. #edtechchat
RT @LawgDawg13: My buddy @TheOptinist did a podcast project with his class
recently and loved it. The S's ate it up! It was a great project…
Podcasting Tech Tip: Record your first episode… then listen to it… critique… then
record another and call THAT ONE episode 1 #edtechchat
@iplante @s_bearden @T_HEB @AshleyCooksey2 @tsschmidty as if I don't
already have enough to do! Challenge accepted BTW!! #edtechchat
RT @ebrownorama: Creating videos for many topics gives Ss practice to share their
learning, becomes a natural process #edtechchat
RT @iplante: A5: let someone who knows what they are doing do it :)) thanks
Jeannette! @BAMRadioNetwork #edtechchat
RT @CliffWaldie: @crowhurstfisher @MrsTurcotte @TheCandyDish
@a_papazoglou My recent breakthrough was with @RemindHQ. My school's
hooked no…
@jsprfox I agree...difference of talking versus conversing...hard balance
#edtechchat
A4. Looking to integrate student video creation in the class, so I would be looking for
ease of use. #edtechchat
@gradeable Sure! With the right PD and support, Ts can be trained to shift the
feedback paradigm! #edtechchat
a5) also remember, the product isn't the point of student podcasting, it is the
students' experiences that are valuable. #edtechchat
RT @JudyArzt: .@cherandpete Here's one site I have about creating videos &amp;
digital storytelling: http://t.co/6XUwqHplk3 #edtechchat
A5. Doesn't have to be formal script, but solid outline on the narrative. Try to
write/deliver short points, they add up. #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: A5: Be yourself - don't try to become a personality - you already
have one - use it #edtechchat
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@coachfisher_rp @RossCoops31 I agree with the coach!!!.#edtechchat
Successes, Failures, A/B testing and the rise again of the Massive Open Online
Course #edtech #edtechchat→ http://t.co/KiVmwaxhZN
.@cherandpete Here's one site I have about creating videos &amp; digital
storytelling: http://t.co/6XUwqHplk3 #edtechchat
A5 Don't be afraid to try something different. It's not on film - digital can be
rerecorded! #edtechchat.
@crowhurstfisher @MrsTurcotte @TheCandyDish @a_papazoglou My recent
breakthrough was with @RemindHQ. My school's hooked now! #edtechchat
@s_bearden @AshleyCooksey2 @T_HEB SchoolHouse Rock was a favorite of Ss
in my history class..they can still recite the Preamble #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: I used to (and will again soon) stream my classroom live
daily. Kind of like a 24/7 live podcast :) #edtechchat
A5: Be yourself - don't try to become a personality - you already have one - use it
#edtechchat
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Another tip and trick I can give about podcasting:
TeacherCast

Have a template for your show notes #TimeSaver #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:44:3

jsprfox

@iplante that is funny, hard to strike a balance :) #edtechchat
RT @lisa_hite: @wmchamberlain I agree. The podcast provides the opportunity to
foster innovation, creativity, and tech skills #edtechchat
A5: Speak as though the student is sitting in the room with you. Podcasting is more
personal than mass lecture. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q5: Do you have any advice to share on recording or editing
video podcasts? #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Do you want to build a podcast? Part 1 #PodcastPLN |
#edtechchat http://t.co/7S7zOgmsqH via @teachercast
@RossCoops31 I don't find that to be true...it just needs to be on point...YouTubes,
Vines, SnapChats...short, but engaging #edtechchat
“Agreed!!@jgmac1106: We need to be careful though that we are not using tech just
to showcase learning but also for learning. #edtechchat”
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Creating videos for many topics gives Ss practice to share their learning, becomes a
natural process #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:44:1
@s_bearden @T_HEB @AshleyCooksey2 @tsschmidty @ajpodchaski yes he
does!!! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:44:1
@TeacherCast so key! Great advice w/ using @evernote! #edtechchat
RT @DrMattParker: @RossCoops31 I think personalized, student choice/interest,
and brief chunks are video innovations we should embrace. #ed…
@dbuckedu Also what kind of LMS? Did that help with teachers adopting this
practice? #edtechchat
Provide media literacy for stds - PANTHER NEWS - http://t.co/SraLeEsAQa #edtechchat http://t.co/1NLJZdit63
Here’s some @teamdoceri teacher #screencasts you can feel good about showing
in your class http://t.co/b5KswnwjSr @bionerdery #edtechchat
@iruntech you have a #voice and something to share! #HouseofEdTech
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: have a script, educate your Ss on the basics, find out if there is a
desire for videos in community http://t.co/SH5CAixCis
RT @bobby__dodd: @RossCoops31 I would say it engaged as long as the Ss
create it or have an ownership role in it #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:44:1

@Mrreiff Lesser of 2 evils #edtechchat
RT @dbuckedu: @TeacherCast @RossCoops31 Right -- this is why pedagogy PD
may be more essential than edtech PD. Ts must engage Ss. #edtechc…
A5. Excitement, creativity and brevity. Don’t be verbose. People will tune out.
#edtechchat
@RossCoops31 and Yes, for most kids video is pacifier from an absent parent - it's
background noise/neglect for long periods. #edtechchat
A5 Storyboard it! Plan it! Rehearse it! Enthusiasm!!! "Sing out Louise!" This is fun
learning! #edtechchat
A5) test your gear especially the volume and listen and maybe even rehearse before
you record. #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @RossCoops31 Right -- this is why pedagogy PD may be more
essential than edtech PD. Ts must engage Ss. #edtechchat
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@BaBlalock thanks! #edtechchat
http://t.co/KNKTrI7xEx
TeacherCast

http://t.co/e5cvXByr0q
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mrsvannasdall

Thanks - Have to run and make dinner. PST rrrrrrrr. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:43:3

iplante

@jsprfox funny I am often too scripted #edtechchat
A5: Identify which words you say when you are unsure and focus on not saying.
Mine is "um" #edtechchat
@dbuckedu Pretty incredible! Do you think vid/audio feedback can be adopted on a
large scale, just like written assessment? #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: @iruntech you're on my list of guests for 2015. Will you accept?
#edtechchat #HouseofEdTech
@8Amber8 @RossCoops31 @dbuckedu @TonySinanis @Joesanfelippofc
@Angela_Watson
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TeacherCast

Who??? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:43:2

BaBlalock

#edtechchat @TeacherCast, just subscribed to your PodCast!
RT @TeacherCast: @iplante All podcasts should take the audience on some type of
journey… you need to so your audience stays awake #edtechc…
@jsprfox I always recommend having a script near by . . . #edtechchat I use
#evernote to organize my show prep materials
@TeacherCast @dbuckedu @RossCoops31 key is brevity I think along with making
points concise #edtechchat
A5) Good lighting makes the best videos… don’t try to adjust after the fact.
#edtechchat
My Ss are building a green screen for the video simulation portion of our class. Can't
wait for them 2 start creating @TouchCast #edtechchat
A5: The technology needs to be ubiquitous so can't be difficult to learn to allow Ss to
share their learning and not interfere #edtechchat
Hi @gradeable @hansenpatty @jgmac1106 I'm Nancy. Students enjoy sharing their
work on the projector screen right from their desk #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Do you want to build a podcast? Part 1 #PodcastPLN |
#edtechchat http://t.co/7S7zOgmsqH via @teachercast
A5) Also I don't like to edit audio/video. I prefer the 'honesty' of the raw product.
#weirdlikethat #edtechchat
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tsschmidty

@s_bearden Exactly...although some of the stuff shown now could put ADHD
students to sleep :) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:42:4

iplante

RT @TeacherCast: @dbuckedu @RossCoops31 all podcasts need energy…
did you know… the average person listens to a podcast for less than 2 mi…

19/01/2015 20:42:3

jsprfox

A5: Using a script is super helpful #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain I agree. The podcast provides the opportunity to foster
innovation, creativity, and tech skills #edtechchat
@DavidBosso Will look! Still can't believe @johngreen is not an angsty teen girl after
reading "The Fault in Our Stars". Bravo. #edtechchat
A call to arms for #edtechchat. A Schoolhouse Rocks - like series for #edtech.
Takers? @s_bearden @AshleyCooksey2 @tsschmidty
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19/01/2015 20:42:2

GailDesler

@wmchamberlain @EduTriplets @s_bearden hahahaha #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 I think personalized, student choice/interest, and brief chunks are
video innovations we should embrace. #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 Depends on the alternative. Is Tchr so boring that Ss see video as
an escape from the mundane? Is that engagement? #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: A5) Audio and video don't have to be perfect. The kids will
get better as they practice. #edtechchat

michaelebraun

RT @TeacherCast: Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:42:2

lisa_hite
KS_EdMktg
T_HEB
teachintechgal
DrMattParker
Mrreiff
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wmchamberlain

RT @TeacherCast: @dbuckedu @RossCoops31 all podcasts need energy…
did you know… the average person listens to a podcast for less than 2 mi…
RT @mrnesi: @iruntech you're on my list of guests for 2015. Will you accept?
#edtechchat #HouseofEdTech
RT @TeacherCast: Q5: Do you have any advice to share on recording or editing
video podcasts? #edtechchat
A5: let someone who knows what they are doing do it :)) thanks Jeannette!
@BAMRadioNetwork #edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: @RossCoops31 Nope. In marketing, they've proven video is still
preferred format for engagement. Just needs to BE engaging. :…
@RossCoops31 I would say it engaged as long as the Ss create it or have an
ownership role in it #edtechchat
@dbuckedu @RossCoops31 all podcasts need energy…
did you know… the average person listens to a podcast for less than 2 minutes
#edtechchat
@s_bearden I’m not sure I was ever all that great at finding engaging videos.
#edtechchat
A5) Audio and video don't have to be perfect. The kids will get better as they
practice. #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@wmchamberlain @TeacherCast ur right! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:41:5

robpennington9

@RossCoops31 I don’t think so. It depends on the task-purpose. #edtechchat
A4: Depends on the objective. Film production or acquisition of knowledge? I
created a rubric that assess this and 21st skills #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: 15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or
Consumer #PodcastPLN http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #ed…

19/01/2015 20:41:4

A5: Touchcast! #edtechchat
@DJrSchug @TalksWTeachers Would love to know topics too! Used episode "Is
Homework Helpful" as part of flipped staff meeting #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 Good question! No video should compete with an energetic,
engaged T. Tech should be supplement to this type of T. #edtechchat
@AshleyCooksey2 @T_HEB @tsschmidty HAH! I learned so much from school
house rock! #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 Nope. In marketing, they've proven video is still preferred format for
engagement. Just needs to BE engaging. :) #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q5: Do you have any advice to share on recording or editing
video podcasts? #edtechchat
@iruntech you're on my list of guests for 2015. Will you accept? #edtechchat
#HouseofEdTech
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PomegranateLab

RT @MartinezTeach: #EdTech #EdChat #EdTechChat http://t.co/oXHXjM8563
RT @LeavingVillage: When students struggles w/writing, I have them record their
thoughts and listen to themselves. Helps them make the conn…
RT @TeacherCast: 15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or
Consumer #PodcastPLN http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #ed…
RT @TeacherCast: Do you want to build a podcast? Part 1 #PodcastPLN |
#edtechchat http://t.co/7S7zOgmsqH via @teachercast
RT @mattwallaert: @s_bearden @ajpodchaski Not the perfect solution for the use
case, but integration makes teachers so much more likely to …

iplante

@iruntech @mrnesi thanks so much! #edtechchat
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RossCoops31
iplante
michaelebraun
iplante
RossCoops31
bobby__dodd

TeacherCast
RossCoops31

TheTechRabbi
WardBiology
MathNeil
tsschmidty
dbuckedu
s_bearden
KS_EdMktg
iplante
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edtechworkshop
CinnamunB
MoserMmoser
RobPorczek
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StudentsHistory
coachfisher_rp
RossCoops31
TeacherCast
TeacherCast
mythsysizer
DrMattParker
acgaleas
cherandpete
dixielily
Gregbagby
wkrakower

Here's a flipped lesson I made w my Ss. Would love feedback. The Early American
Colonies: http://t.co/UwkUMn5ml7 #edtechchat
RT @T_HEB: A4 Creating digital content allows us to build #diglit skills. Help Ss
determine purpose, audience, and best tool for the job. #…
RT @TeacherCast: 15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or
Consumer #PodcastPLN http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #ed…
Do you want to build a podcast? Part 1 #PodcastPLN | #edtechchat
http://t.co/7S7zOgmsqH via @teachercast
Q5: Do you have any advice to share on recording or editing video podcasts?
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A4 Video for students must be age appropriate, engaging and of course
they have to learn from the experience!
@MathNeil it's like "weaponized" in SBL terms. :) #edtechchat
Germ Blaster - An iPad Game for Learning About Germs http://t.co/roBk51Lwyr
#edchat #edtech #edtechchat
#edtechchat This is a link to on my website Creating Video http://t.co/q7wSRRSCrU
A scaffolded approach w many Ss examples and success crit.
RT @jgmac1106: Here is the homepage for #walkmyworld, some students actually
participating many through teacher blogs http://t.co/TVfYoJXG…
RT @TeacherCast: 15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or
Consumer #PodcastPLN http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #ed…
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RobPorczek

@mrnesi write a grant for some new podcasting equipment #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:40:4
@s_bearden @ajpodchaski Not the perfect solution for the use case, but integration
makes teachers so much more likely to use it #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:40:4
RT @TeacherCast: 15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or
Consumer #PodcastPLN http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #ed…
19/01/2015 20:40:4

s_bearden

@RossCoops31 depends on the content quality of the video! #edtechchat

TheTechRabbi

RT @MartinezTeach: #EdTech #EdChat #EdTechChat http://t.co/oXHXjM8563
19/01/2015 20:40:4
15 Great iPad Apps for the Educational Podcast Creator or Consumer #PodcastPLN
http://t.co/Gyey6Pk2GK via @teachercast #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:40:3

mattwallaert

TeacherCast
T_HEB

19/01/2015 20:40:4

19/01/2015 20:40:3

RossCoops31

School House Rocks! @s_bearden @tsschmidty #edtechchat
RT @DavidBosso A4: @johngreen's videos have a good mix of humor, seriousness,
short time frame, engaging elements #edtechchat #edtechchat
@iplante you might find @SoundandStoryHV interesting in this regard
http://t.co/FzeNAIb4Ps #edtechchat
RT @tsschmidty: A4: If it engages me, then I can make it worthwhile for my
students...if it's dry, silly, or has annoying narrator...no wa…
RT @Gregbagby: A4) I am a snob… I critique the Hollywood movies’ production. I
look for good factual information #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My
#1 Podcast Maven is none other than @TeacherCast
RT @T_HEB: A4 Creating digital content allows us to build #diglit skills. Help Ss
determine purpose, audience, and best tool for the job. #…
Has it gotten to the point where video is no longer enough to engage? Is it no longer
special? #edtechchat

TeacherCast

Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:40:0

s_bearden

mrnesi

@tsschmidty Like the filmstrips I used to watch in elementary school? :) #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:40:0
RT @WardBiology: @TeacherCast A4) And if there are a few corny jokes, even
better! My kids love Bill Nye @TheScienceGuy for a reason! :) #e…
19/01/2015 20:40:0
One of new favorite podcasts is Truth for Teachers by @Angela_Watson #mustlisten
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:39:5

MathNeil

@DrMattParker Nice word invention. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:39:4

BaBlalock

@Mrreiff and sometimes, they are learning before they know it! #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: A4: If you are using video for on-demand just in time instruction
use a series of short movies (2-3 min max) versus hour lon…

19/01/2015 20:39:4

@TeacherCast @iplante Much like a TED Talk… #edtechchat
RT @debbiefuco: @TeacherCast How well a ‘story’ is communicated. Was it
engaging? creative? attractive? Did it make me think? Curious? #edt…
A4: the standards should drive the rubric - period. Style points can be verbalized but
not "mathematized". #edtechchat
A4: @johngreen's videos have a good mix of humor, seriousness, short time frame,
engaging elements #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain @teachintechgal @TeacherCast Sad to say, parents are often
terrible online role models :( #edtechchat #digcit
RT @Mrreiff: A4: Video can sometimes be the hook that gets them to bite. Students
are engaged before they even know it. #edtechchat
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NLemanski
jsprfox
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Mrreiff
CliffWaldie
michaelebraun
iplante
LeavingVillage
tsschmidty
jgmac1106
iplante
dbuckedu
BB_TechFella
KS_EdMktg
michaelebraun
TeacherCast
ajpodchaski
debbiefuco
ChrissannRuehle
jgmac1106
bobby__dodd
Gregbagby
s_bearden
Doceri_Jason
mrnesi
iplante
jsprfox
TeacherCast
WHSRowe
T_HEB
teachintechgal
MsGutheil
PomegranateLab
LawgDawg13
RobPorczek
RossCoops31
jsprfox
GlenWoodburn

@iplante All podcasts should take the audience on some type of journey… you need
to so your audience stays awake #edtechchat
A4: Video can sometimes be the hook that gets them to bite. Students are engaged
before they even know it. #edtechchat
A4: Language level! As I am a #FRIMM teacher, the word choice in videos is
essential to them being a benefit in the classroom. #edtechchat
RT @debbiefuco: @TeacherCast How well a ‘story’ is communicated. Was it
engaging? creative? attractive? Did it make me think? Curious? #edt…
RT @mrnesi: If you want learn about podcasting #edtechchat check out
@learntopodcast @theRamenNoodle and @PodcastHelper
When students struggles w/writing, I have them record their thoughts and listen to
themselves. Helps them make the connection. #edtechchat
A4: If it engages me, then I can make it worthwhile for my students...if it's dry, silly,
or has annoying narrator...no way #edtechchat
Use vialogues or Popcorn to annotate movies. Use Popcorn to remix them.
#edtechchat
#edtechchat @serial taught me a new form of podcast...shows not just spreading
fact info, but story telling
A4: Can the video be played on mobile device? This is how most Ss will be
experiencing it. #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My
#1 Podcast Maven is none other than @TeacherCast
@T_HEB Tim, creating dig content will also teach S's about QUALITY. Just b/c you
have a camera doesn't make you an artist. :) #edtechchat
RT @mrsvannasdall: @gradeable I have tech ADD. Each time I see a new idea I
want to implement.This week AR, next week Minecraft. I can't k…
RT @debbiefuco: @TeacherCast How well a ‘story’ is communicated. Was it
engaging? creative? attractive? Did it make me think? Curious? #edt…
@mrnesi meant that's why @iplante was on before @thomascmurray :) #edtechchat
@TeacherCast How well a ‘story’ is communicated. Was it engaging? creative?
attractive? Did it make me think? Curious? #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: If you want learn about podcasting #edtechchat check out
@learntopodcast @theRamenNoodle and @PodcastHelper
Here is the homepage for #walkmyworld, some students actually participating many
through teacher blogs http://t.co/TVfYoJXGhM #edtechchat
@TeacherCast True. Great experiences for them &amp; good dialogue to help them
critically think of questions to ask #edtechchat
A4) It has to be a special… very special movie before I show the whole thing. I
select clips and discuss. #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: If you want learn about podcasting #edtechchat check out
@learntopodcast @theRamenNoodle and @PodcastHelper
RT @s_bearden: @JudyArzt @wmchamberlain Check out the @bamradionetwork
podcast w/ @mssackstein! Great discussion! #edtechchat
If you want learn about podcasting #edtechchat check out @learntopodcast
@theRamenNoodle and @PodcastHelper
@LawgDawg13 @ajpodchaski @serial I could see that...so much to learn from
#edtechchat
@bobby__dodd TY Bobby, so many times video includes these infringements which
makes it seem ok to the viewer #edtechchat
@teachintechgal @wmchamberlain Are you saying we should be branding them
ourselves? #edtechchat
RT @jsprfox: @JudyArzt NP! I had the honor to interview @WHSRowe on
@BAMRadioNetwork last year, you can listen here http://t.co/b5TswwlCgV …
A4 Creating digital content allows us to build #diglit skills. Help Ss determine
purpose, audience, and best tool for the job. #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain @TeacherCast sad:( They need us to provide them w a positive
outlet n begin branding themselves #edtechchat
A4 Creativity- that they add their own take or elements rather than just what is
required #edtechchat
RT @fishtree_edu: Awesome Visual Featuring The 6 Types of Technology
Integrators http://t.co/yIv21Eev77 #edtechchat #BYOTchat http://t.co/p…
@iplante @ajpodchaski @serial it is practically going to consume my semester law
course. #edtechchat
RT @fishtree_edu: Awesome Visual Featuring The 6 Types of Technology
Integrators http://t.co/yIv21Eev77 #edtechchat #BYOTchat http://t.co/p…
RT @dbuckedu: A4: video that presents some cognitive dissonance - don't want
simple facts or info that can be googled. Short chunked info. …
@JudyArzt NP! I had the honor to interview @WHSRowe on @BAMRadioNetwork
last year, you can listen here http://t.co/b5TswwlCgV #edtechchat
RT @fishtree_edu: Awesome Visual Featuring The 6 Types of Technology
Integrators http://t.co/yIv21Eev77 #edtechchat #BYOTchat http://t.co/p…
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coachfisher_rp
michaelebraun
jgmac1106
iplante
DJAykroyd
bobby__dodd

A4: I look for something that is engaging. something with a WOW! factor. videos that
open minds and pop the bubble they live in #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q3: Do you listen to podcasts? If so, please give a shoutout to
your favorite shows (Provide links if possible) #edtechchat
A4: If you are using video for on-demand just in time instruction use a series of short
movies (2-3 min max) versus hour long #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: @mrnesi Write a grant to get iPods for your class! It was
originally sent to #4thchat but RT'd to #edtechchat
A4: length, appeal, relevance. Must have both student appeal &amp; teacher. Cost?
How obtained? Must be user friendly #edtechchat
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@jsprfox Good point. Many forget about copyright #edtechchat
@TeacherCast Results in students generating their own higher-order questions…
#edtechchat
@tsschmidty Best part about @TalksWTeachers is that he's an active practitioner; a
teacher who talks the talk &amp; walks the walk. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q4: What qualities or features do you look for when judging
video media for yourself or for your students? #edtechchat
A4: I look for accuracy, brevity, images if possible, and engagement. Not all videos r
right for all classes. #edtechchat
@s_bearden @JudyArzt @wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork @mssackstein She
is on #MyTechTour list. I’m sure it’s amazing. #edtechchat
RT @T_HEB: A4 For elementary Ss it needs to be short, clear, and free of
distractions. #edtechchat
@TeacherCast A4) And if there are a few corny jokes, even better! My kids love Bill
Nye @TheScienceGuy for a reason! :) #edtechchat
@teachintechgal that is timely, had some students with dumb FB posting issues this
weekend. :/ @TeacherCast #edtechchat
@gradeable I have tech ADD. Each time I see a new idea I want to implement.This
week AR, next week Minecraft. I can't keep up! #edtechchat
@mrnesi Write a grant to get iPods for your class! It was originally sent to #4thchat
but RT'd to #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: It’s fun to teach students about interviewing… from both sides of
the microphone #edtechchat
A4 For elementary Ss it needs to be short, clear, and free of distractions.
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:36:2

@thomascmurray @mrnesi you are too funny my friend #edtechchat
#edtechchat @TeacherCast, what do you think are the top 5 podcasts for
educators?
Check out some great S videos @KerryHawk02 &amp; @RocketsHelpDesk
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:35:4
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CliffWaldie

http://t.co/Q7VU9eudHV
RT @TeacherCast: @mjjohnson1216 Swivl is great. I learned about it on the
@InstTechTalk Podcast #edtechchat
a4. create rubric, focus depending on project, but make sure Ss know grammar
counts, must show student learning! #edtechchat
RT @teachintechgal: @wmchamberlain @TeacherCast it's a positive route to
creating a digital footprint for Ss! #edtechchat
@kevindelaneymod has some awesome science vids. Ss love his humor &amp;
awesome experiments. #edtechchat
A4: video that presents some cognitive dissonance - don't want simple facts or info
that can be googled. Short chunked info. #edtechchat
Thanks for letting me know RT @jsprfox: this is something that @WHSRowe does
successfully too! #edtechchat
RT @coachfisher_rp: @BiologyLCHS @wmchamberlain here is a great article about
training teachers for tech use http://t.co/nYsYWvZyXB #edtech…
A4) I am a snob… I critique the Hollywood movies’ production. I look for good factual
information #edtechchat
A4 Won't bring something to my Ts attention unless it's either a better way for them
to produce content or yields better result #edtechchat
It’s fun to teach students about interviewing… from both sides of the microphone
#edtechchat
Use Twitter in clsrm for dis via hashtag - http://t.co/qRrDjbOPB6 - project so stds can
read all tweets #edtechchat http://t.co/h3MLEpRViU
RT @jsprfox: A4: Short, engaging and include no copyright infringements
#edtechchat
I encourage anyone in #edtechchat who want to get kids thinking about social media
and identity into #WalkMyWorld Kids around the world
@MrsTurcotte @TheCandyDish @crowhurstfisher @a_papazoglou I would love to
try it, but I just don't really know where to go. #edtechchat

RossCoops31

@iplante Didn’t you just start a podcast? Can you tell me about it? #edtechchat
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jsprfox

A4: Short, engaging and include no copyright infringements #edtechchat
@iplante @mrnesi @thomascmurray you are a @BammyAwards winner :)
#edtechchat
RT @DavidBosso: Try @TalksWTeachers - interesting ideas to build PD around
#edtechchat
@TeacherCast A4)must be clear, concise, but not dry or boring!Detailed w/o being
so technical that MS Ss will be overwhelmed #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:34:4

@ajpodchaski @serial great study of law too #edtechchat
A4 the very first thing I look for is whether or not it is school/age appropriate, harder
to find than I thought #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain @TeacherCast it's a positive route to creating a digital footprint
for Ss! #edtechchat
@mrsvannasdall It's an exceptionally difficult (and exciting) time to be a T. What
directions are you being pulled in? #edtechchat
Amazing how many people have the words "Teacher of the Year" beside their
names!We are so fortunate to learn from them!! #edtechchat
RT @hansenpatty: @jgmac1106 I think when they know they are showcasing their
work they try harder as well #edtechchat
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s_bearden

@missraskin @serial I know right! #edtechchat
A4: Will the students relate to it? If they don't connect, they tune out. Maybe Ss
should seek the material? #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: What makes podcasts valuable enough for students to spend
the time creating them? #edtechchat cc @TeacherCast
A4: Does it convey an effective story? Will it appeal to my target audience students? Does it show both sides of an issue? #edtechchat
A4: Quality is one thing, but energy &amp; heart make the videos that my S's make
4 my class #edtechchat
RT @bobby__dodd: #edtechchat A4: ease of use, how it can be shared w/ others,
editing capabilities. Important in video newsletters http://t…

MartinezTeach

#EdTech #EdChat #EdTechChat http://t.co/oXHXjM8563

19/01/2015 20:34:0

mrnesi

@cybraryman1 what does your grants page have to with podcasting? #edtechchat
@TeacherCast A5: narrator voice, audible, amount of graphics, accurate content,
pace, amount of written content #edtechchat
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RT @mrnesi: Last episode featured #edtechchat's @iplante! #HouseofEdTech
RossCoops31
AshleyCooksey2
wmchamberlain

Next episode will feature @thomascmurray
19/01/2015 20:34:0
A4: short, sweet, &amp; to the point. Humor helps! Elem kids remember what
makes them laugh. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:33:5
RT @coachfisher_rp: @BiologyLCHS @wmchamberlain here is a great article about
training teachers for tech use http://t.co/nYsYWvZyXB #edtech…
19/01/2015 20:33:5
RT @mrnesi: Last episode featured #edtechchat's @iplante! #HouseofEdTech

thomascmurray
ajpodchaski
RossCoops31
iplante

Next episode will feature @thomascmurray
19/01/2015 20:33:5
@iplante @serial have done some reading on that series - would make a great short
course on journalism, media and #digcit #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:33:5
RT @iplante: Love you to subscribe to Premier Episode with @TimShriver
http://t.co/mLql94NXZJ via @BAMRadioNetwork #edtechchat #spedchat
19/01/2015 20:33:4
@mrnesi @thomascmurray I was on before Tom?!? #humbled #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @JudyArzt @wmchamberlain Check out the @bamradionetwork
podcast w/ @mssackstein! Great discussion! #edtechchat
#edtechchat It is a simple question. Does the use of this media enhance or detract
from my pedagogical goal.
RT @BaBlalock: #edtechchat A4: The media should be applicable to our learning,
make students think, and most importantly engage students
RT @bobby__dodd: #edtechchat A4: ease of use, how it can be shared w/ others,
editing capabilities. Important in video newsletters http://t…
@wmchamberlain you just assign them and threaten to grade them poorly …. right?
#edtechchat
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MoserMmoser

@RobPorczek yup. Attention span. Applies to Ss AND Ts! #edtechchat
Key is to have requirements while making sure all videos won’t like the same…
defined autonomy. #edtechchat
@iplante @serial Oof...it was rough to know there wasn't a clear ending :(
#edtechchat
A4 creativity, content and social cooperation success... Other aspects of
cinematography are for S reflection #edtechchat

jsprfox

@JudyArzt this is something that @WHSRowe does successfully too! #edtechchat
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ms_lister12
mssackstein
RobPorczek
AshleyCooksey2
wmchamberlain
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MathNeil
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RossCoops31
mmoreid
DavidBosso
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ebrownorama
bobby__dodd
jgmac1106
coachfisher_rp

RT @BaBlalock: #edtechchat A4: The media should be applicable to our learning,
make students think, and most importantly engage students
RT @s_bearden: @wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork Talked about how
@mssackstein uses Twitter in the classroom w/her students. Great discussio…
RT @BaBlalock: #edtechchat A4: The media should be applicable to our learning,
make students think, and most importantly engage students
RT @BaBlalock: #edtechchat A4: The media should be applicable to our learning,
make students think, and most importantly engage students
What makes podcasts valuable enough for students to spend the time creating
them? #edtechchat cc @TeacherCast
RT @RossCoops31: A4: Rubrics heavily weighted towards standards-aligned
requirements, some emphasis on production quality. #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: The media should be applicable to our learning, make students
think, and most importantly engage students
A4: For my Ss, I look for up-to-date information. For me, sometimes its about the
connection I have to the speaker. #edtechchat
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19/01/2015 20:33:1
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19/01/2015 20:33:0
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19/01/2015 20:33:0
19/01/2015 20:33:0
19/01/2015 20:32:5

Any @serial #edtechchat fans...thoughts?
A4: Rubrics heavily weighted towards standards-aligned requirements, some
emphasis on production quality. #edtechchat
RT @miss_dowse: @ebrownorama My pleasure! Check out what us preservice
teachers have been up to @RRC http://t.co/E8rgK4S1IR #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:32:5

A4: intellectual stimulation and capacity to prompt engaging discussion #edtechchat
@JudyArzt @wmchamberlain Check out the @bamradionetwork podcast w/
@mssackstein! Great discussion! #edtechchat
A4: Depends on the focus and skill level - if #ICT #media class then rigorous on tech
skills otherwise not so much #edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: ease of use, how it can be shared w/ others, editing capabilities.
Important in video newsletters http://t.co/WX1SNv1NSP
I teach more through RSS than anything. Get students publishing on their own site
and syndicate everywhere. #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS @wmchamberlain here is a great article about training teachers for
tech use http://t.co/nYsYWvZyXB #edtechchat
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19/01/2015 20:32:5
19/01/2015 20:32:4
19/01/2015 20:32:4
19/01/2015 20:32:4
19/01/2015 20:32:3

Last episode featured #edtechchat's @iplante! #HouseofEdTech
mrnesi
RobPorczek
TeacherCast

Next episode will feature @thomascmurray
19/01/2015 20:32:3
A4: When looking for a video to use for lessons I look for something short and to the
point! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:32:3
@dmcricks what do you mean? #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @robpennington9 @s_bearden @ajpodchaski I use my iPhone to
do GHOs -it's low tech. Saving it "on air" requires more #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My
#1 Podcast Maven is none other than @TeacherCast
A4: Length. Ss and I have a short attention span. Has to grab you and make the
point quickly. #edtechchat
Germ Blaster - An iPad Game for Learning About Germs http://t.co/G5dCCj02uQ
#edchat #edtech #mnlead #plsas #edtechchat #mnedchat #gafesummit

19/01/2015 20:32:3

19/01/2015 20:32:1

iplante

Going to combo Twitter, podcasts &amp; moot court together into one! #edtechchat
@hansenpatty @jgmac1106 Really interesting point! What's a good arena for Ss to
showcase their work? Who should see it? #edtechchat
@Gregbagby @s_bearden @wmchamberlain @BAMRadioNetwork @mssackstein
so happy for you!!! Would love to moderate one if needed! #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: #edtechchat fans looking for Ed and tech related podcasts are invited
to check out my show, #HouseofEdTech. Go to http://t.co/t…
Using #DocAppender to populate one Google Doc with two Google Forms.
#gafechat #edtechchat #lcslearns https://t.co/UuMJh9xXAi
RT @iplante: Love you to subscribe to Premier Episode with @TimShriver
http://t.co/mLql94NXZJ via @BAMRadioNetwork #edtechchat #spedchat
Wish that last response set was captured in a shared doc somewhere so we could
check out other recommendations #edtechchat
RT @LeavingVillage: Podcasting is a great opportunity for kids to review the process
of how they think. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q4: What qualities or features do you look for when judging
video media for yourself or for your students? #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: #edtechchat fans looking for Ed and tech related podcasts are invited
to check out my show, #HouseofEdTech. Go to http://t.co/t…

TeacherCast

@BaBlalock @RossCoops31 I’ve got a bunch on those topics ‘-) #edtechchat
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EEECville
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AshleyCooksey2
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MathNeil
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TeacherCast

Mrreiff
iplante
BiologyLCHS

A3. @nature and @sciencemagazine http://t.co/ATUFn09Rwr
http://t.co/S30ofIlWSq
Also @Wired http://t.co/bGMr5VmsmL #edtechchat
Podcasting is a great opportunity for kids to review the process of how they think.
#edtechchat
@EduTriplets just subscribed to it a few seconds ago! :) #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q4: What qualities or features do you look for when judging
video media for yourself or for your students? #edtechchat
@ebrownorama @hansenpatty @rushtonh I am all for #connectedlearning and
#OER in K12 education. Let's open up. #edtechchat
@Gregbagby @s_bearden @wmchamberlain @BAMRadioNetwork @mssackstein
NO WAY!!! Finally!!!! #edtechchat
Ready to take your career to the next level? Learn new skills online with our brand
new video tutorials site! #edtech #edtechchat
@JudyArzt There are about 12 on my phone. Most are used for specific purposes.
Only 2-3 are general conversation. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q4: What qualities or features do you look for when judging
video media for yourself or for your students? #edtechchat
RT @mrnesi: #edtechchat fans looking for Ed and tech related podcasts are invited
to check out my show, #HouseofEdTech. Go to http://t.co/t…

s_bearden

teachintechgal

RT @DJrSchug: @TalksWTeachers is one of the best podcasts:
http://t.co/3zMRS47kvZ
I'm also a huge fan of @EduAllStars:
http://t.co/hfjjeLwm…

TeacherCast
mrnesi
KS_EdMktg
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RT @DJrSchug: @TalksWTeachers is one of the best podcasts:
http://t.co/3zMRS47kvZ
I'm also a huge fan of @EduAllStars:
http://t.co/hfjjeLwm…
19/01/2015 20:31:1
Love you to subscribe to Premier Episode with @TimShriver http://t.co/mLql94NXZJ
via @BAMRadioNetwork #edtechchat #spedchat
19/01/2015 20:31:1
@wmchamberlain Good point. Back to no training or time to play. #edtechchat
@s_bearden @wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork @mssackstein Going to Tweet
chat a faculty meeting…finally #edtechchat
Q4: What qualities or features do you look for when judging video media for yourself
or for your students? #edtechchat
#edtechchat fans looking for Ed and tech related podcasts are invited to check out
my show, #HouseofEdTech. Go to http://t.co/t3pkvM3dhM
@mythsysizer, @ThatKevinSmith is funny as ish. And a great filmmaker. Jay &amp;
Silent Bob made me do a spit take. #edtechchat
@Gregbagby @wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork @mssackstein WOOHOO!!!!
#edtechchat

Gregbagby
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@WardBiology nun more awesome than our daddys!
EduTriplets
DrMattParker
mmoreid
JudyArzt
RossCoops31
s_bearden
jgmac1106
Gregbagby
s_bearden

http://t.co/NCe1Iu8WSB
#edtechchat
@jgmac1106 it's like inviting community in to see cool things we've done with
pencils! Pencil isn't the "show", neither is tech #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: We need to be careful though that we are not using tech just to
showcase learning but also for learning. #edtechchat
.@s_bearden @wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork Especially enjoy how
@mssackstein gets her HS students on Twitter ed chats #edtechchat
@iplante @adobevoice Another app I wish I had while teaching 4th grade.
#edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: @s_bearden so many@bamradionetwork podcasts, so little
time :) @mssackstein #edtechchat
series of makes for #walkmyworld. Classified as no tech, lo tech, high tech but have
same goal: http://t.co/vs7ujZj8in #edtechchat
@s_bearden @wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork @mssackstein My district
opened Twitter this past week… I am giddy. #edtechchat

ebrownorama

@mattwallaert @ajpodchaski Good to know! #edtechchat
@hansenpatty @jgmac1106 More eyes will see their work so they invest more
energy and the learning is richer @rushtonh #edtechchat

DJrSchug

@TalksWTeachers is one of the best podcasts:
http://t.co/3zMRS47kvZ
I'm also a huge fan of @EduAllStars:
http://t.co/hfjjeLwmEW
#edtechchat
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wmchamberlain
Doceri_Jason
TeacherCast
WardBiology
TeacherCast

@s_bearden so many@bamradionetwork podcasts, so little time :) @mssackstein
#edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: I made this today to teach CSS layout (tutorial soon) and basic
html skills. #edtechchat http://t.co/ZFsFb28Km2
@RossCoops31 @BaBlalock the stock app is great because it syncs across all of
your #apple devices #edtechchat
@TeacherCast I always listened to science podcasts. Never realized until tonight
how many awesome ED ones there are!! #edtechchat
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Q4 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
@gradeable I'm trying so many new things. I feel pulled in so many directions.
#edtechchat
@TeacherCast @BaBlalock I was talking about the stock iOS podcast app.
#edtechchat
Agreed! RT @wmchamberlain @BiologyLCHS if they can't see the benefit, the
district isn't doing it right :) #edtechchat #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: http://t.co/02HusqS9bt has most of the equipment I use and
recommend for podcasting. #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain @bamradionetwork Talked about how @mssackstein uses
Twitter in the classroom w/her students. Great discussion! #edtechchat
LOL: see you on at least 2 Voxer groups almost daily RT @MathNeil: A3: Voxer
keeps me busy. #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: A3. Yes- House of Edtech with @mrnesi is great. BrandED
with @Joesanfelippofc and @TonySinanis #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:30:0

19/01/2015 20:29:2

RobPorczek

@DrMattParker I'm with ya! #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: How Urban Meyer "flipped teaching” Ohio State Football
team. http://t.co/DYhDqVzHxf #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS if they can't see the benefit, the district isn't doing it right :)
#edtechchat
@RossCoops31 @BaBlalock podcast app for what exactly? I can suggest many for
you. #edtechchat depends on what you want it for
My buddy @TheOptinist did a podcast project with his class recently and loved it.
The S's ate it up! It was a great project #edtechchat
RT @hansenpatty: @jgmac1106 I think when they know they are showcasing their
work they try harder as well #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @missraskin Lots of great podcasts on @bamradionetwork!
http://t.co/BqrwRZtgId #edtechchat
@MathNeil @s_bearden @ajpodchaski The have one at the college where I play
the part of an adjunct… it’s really cool. #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: We need to be careful though that we are not using tech just to
showcase learning but also for learning. #edtechchat

MathNeil

A3: Voxer keeps me busy. #edtechchat
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RT @TeacherCast: Have you checked out the House of EdTech from @mrnesi ?
Great stuff
mrnesi
JudyArzt
ebrownorama
RossCoops31
gradeable
BiologyLCHS
MsGutheil
teachintechgal
wmchamberlain
RckStrPrincipal

DrMattParker
s_bearden

#edtechchat
.@MsGutheil If using Animoto, go for the education account to make longer, more
complex videos #edtechchat
RT @mmoreid: A3: I prefer #MOOCs rather than #podcasts b/c I need a visual,
&amp; I find most students do too... I like @WeAreWCC @edutopia #ed…

19/01/2015 20:29:1

@BaBlalock There is the podcast app, no? #edtechchat
@mrsvannasdall Do you want to be doing more audio/video projs in your
classroom? If so what's holding you back? #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain So true, love tech but many Trs don't and don't want the training
to use it though. Comfortable where they are. #edtechchat
RT @jgmac1106: We need to be careful though that we are not using tech just to
showcase learning but also for learning. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: http://t.co/02HusqS9bt has most of the equipment I use and
recommend for podcasting. #edtechchat
@s_bearden you mean like #comments4kids? :) @bamradionetwork @mssackstein
#edtechchat
RT @tsschmidty: #edtechchat A3: One of my favorites is @RckStrPrincipal. I get
great ideas sitting in traffic listening to them!

19/01/2015 20:29:0

A3: I tried Voxer, but ...
My love-hate relationship with Voxer | @DrMattParker
https://t.co/GNOGD3uxnf #edtechchat
@missraskin Lots of great podcasts on @bamradionetwork! http://t.co/BqrwRZtgId
#edtechchat
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I made this today to teach CSS layout (tutorial soon) and basic html skills.
#edtechchat http://t.co/ZFsFb28Km2
A3: I prefer #MOOCs rather than #podcasts b/c I need a visual, &amp; I find most
students do too... I like @WeAreWCC @edutopia #edtechchat
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@s_bearden @ajpodchaski Me, too. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:28:3
http://t.co/02HusqS9bt has most of the equipment I use and recommend for
podcasting. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:28:2
I use QR Codes to provide oral administration on formal assessments for my district.
It has been a lifesaver for teachers. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:28:2
Try @TalksWTeachers - interesting ideas to build PD around #edtechchat
@mrsvannasdall Yeah, mastery through teaching and explanation is definitely hard.
(Which is why teachers are da bomb) #edtechchat.
@MsGutheil Check http://t.co/6MhVCfIHmh @wesfryer for great examples and so
much to learn #edtechchat
@jgmac1106 True. Access is a challenge for us. Teaching effective research skills is
also important. #edtechchat
A3: have not used podcasts in class...any science teachers out there recommend
some good ones? especially ocean based? #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Check out #edtechchat radio on @bamradionetwork! Using
Hastags and Twitter Chats in the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ …

19/01/2015 20:28:1

@MathNeil @ajpodchaski I'd love to get my hands on one :) #edtechchat
#edtechchat I agree with @rosscoops31, I have never gotten into Podcasts, but
maybe I don't know how to effectively send them to my phone.
RT @s_bearden: Check out #edtechchat radio on @bamradionetwork! Using
Hastags and Twitter Chats in the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ …
RT @jgmac1106: We need to be careful though that we are not using tech just to
showcase learning but also for learning. #edtechchat
Okay seriously yes #edtechchat has a podcast..but @serial got me addicted to
podcasts along w/ @coolcatteacher and @mrnesi

19/01/2015 20:28:0

@MsGutheil great one! @Animoto #edtechchat
A3. Yes- House of Edtech with @mrnesi is great. BrandED with @Joesanfelippofc
and @TonySinanis #edtechchat
A2/3 I've never used podcasts so I'm interested to hear what everyone else has to
say about them!! #edtechchat
@iplante @TeacherCast @s_bearden don't get me wrong - we are awusome ;) but
we need more practice with hangouts #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @robpennington9 @ajpodchaski We have a high end
camera...exploring converter to we can stream to laptop for GHO #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:27:5

@coachfisher_rp hi Chris! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Check out #edtechchat radio on @bamradionetwork! Using
Hastags and Twitter Chats in the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ …
RT @jgmac1106: Use video think alouds to teach source evaluation. We annotate
using vialogues or @webmaker Popcorn #edtechchat
I am addicted to TWIT, TWIG, AAA, incomprables, OverTired, too many to list.
#edtechchat
RT @jsprfox: A3: Been learning a ton from Teachercast http://t.co/wctZzfXG48
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:27:4

@jgmac1106 good point! #edtechchat
@NLemanski @coolcatteacher podcasts are great. Knew abt them, never listened
until my partner got interviewed! Coming soon! #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: Google Classroom Now Available as Mobile App
http://t.co/0Z13T3bbNP #edtech #edchat #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Check out #edtechchat radio on @bamradionetwork! Using
Hastags and Twitter Chats in the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ …
Check out #edtechchat radio on @bamradionetwork! Using Hastags and Twitter
Chats in the Classroom http://t.co/ZZ92lo5HVO w/ @mssackstein
Have students teach students for greater empowerment - http://t.co/sNjk1lfUN0 http://t.co/Y7ANK9b3Af #edtechchat http://t.co/RqAMb5Exxu
@robpennington9 @s_bearden @ajpodchaski GHO’s are great… but think of the
equipment to make it a bit more better #edtechchat
A1 we used #Animoto to create focusing videos in class. Great free resource and
easy to use! #edtechchat
Late to the party tonight...Chris Fisher....classroom tech user and facilitator...aquatic
science #edtechchat
A3: I'm definitely looking for some great podcast ideas! I don't really listen to them as
much as I would like to... #edtechchat
RT @ebrownorama: Amazing #podcasts http://t.co/NUwguQky3m @wfryer
#edtechchat Have learned so much!! #RRCTEd
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teachintechgal
iplante
PVTechCoach
mrnesi
ebrownorama
jsprfox
wmchamberlain
timboo_drow
teachintechgal
jgmac1106

RT @robpennington9: @s_bearden @ajpodchaski @TeacherCast Google Hangout
on Air could work. We streamed the high school transition meeting. …
19/01/2015 20:26:4
RT @LawgDawg13: A3: @serial of course! Huge fan since I teach Law &amp; Gov.
Using the podcast as a project right now! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:26:4
A3 Grammar girl is a great reference as well http://t.co/eVTTMD7MeO #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:26:4
@missraskin @serial was a great podcast! #edtechchat Check out This American
Life, Radio Lab, and Invisibilia
19/01/2015 20:26:4
Amazing #podcasts http://t.co/NUwguQky3m @wfryer #edtechchat Have learned so
much!! #RRCTEd
19/01/2015 20:26:4
A3: Been learning a ton from Teachercast http://t.co/wctZzfXG48 #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My
#1 Podcast Maven is none other than @TeacherCast
RT @Doceri_Jason: @timboo_drow uses @teamdoceri to make a digitalworkbook.
sts record work, share through @edmodo #edtechchat http://t.co/8…
RT @mythsysizer: #edtechchat A3 The best podcast out is @ThatKevinSmith's
Fatman on Batman. Brilliant. Kevin has inspired me to produce an …
We need to be careful though that we are not using tech just to showcase learning
but also for learning. #edtechchat
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RT @TeacherCast: Who is ready for #edtechchat???
schoolscatinfo
teachintechgal
robpennington9
ajpodchaski
teachintechgal
coachfisher_rp

#FETC #Edchat #edtech #technology #thanksforjoiningus
RT @cybraryman1: My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My
#1 Podcast Maven is none other than @TeacherCast
@s_bearden @ajpodchaski @TeacherCast Google Hangout on Air could work. We
streamed the high school transition meeting. #edtechchat
@iplante @TeacherCast @s_bearden once we are all on it is ok - but getting us all
together - and then figuring out guests :) #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A3: Shoutout for #edtechchat podcast with the
@BAMRadioNetwork! http://t.co/y7nkZ4rNRr
A1: I use video to engage the Ss with an amazing video of the week, to enhance,
and for them to experiment and explain #edtechchat
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RT @TeacherCast: Have you checked out the House of EdTech from @mrnesi ?
Great stuff
iplante

#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:26:0

usabbs

19/01/2015 20:26:0

LawgDawg13

@lino2008en is great for collaboration and presenting #edtechchat #flipclass
@gradeable Not all
but one where they discussed how to write a paragraph was especially useful- to
teach someone else is hard! #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3 The best podcast out is @ThatKevinSmith's Fatman on Batman.
Brilliant. Kevin has inspired me to produce an education podcast!
Use video think alouds to teach source evaluation. We annotate using vialogues or
@webmaker Popcorn #edtechchat
A3: @serial of course! Huge fan since I teach Law &amp; Gov. Using the podcast as
a project right now! #edtechchat

iplante

@RossCoops31 @adobevoice yes they continue to rock! #edtechchat
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TeacherCast

19/01/2015 20:25:4

teachintechgal

@RossCoops31 they put babies to sleep when in desperate need #edtechchat
A3 @TechCrunch Gadget podcast is a fave &amp; liked Serial. Saw 1 vodcast by 3
NJ teachers re: edtech but can't find it again #edtechchat
@timboo_drow uses @teamdoceri to make a digitalworkbook. sts record work,
share through @edmodo #edtechchat http://t.co/8BxE4ufUZR
A3 @Radiolab and The Pulse are good podcasts too! Would love more edu
podcasts to listen to for the commute to work! #edtechchat
RT @cybraryman1: My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My
#1 Podcast Maven is none other than @TeacherCast
My Podcasting page: http://t.co/fEPOmwOrZQ #edtechchat My #1 Podcast Maven is
none other than @TeacherCast
A3: Shoutout for #edtechchat podcast with the @BAMRadioNetwork!
http://t.co/y7nkZ4rNRr
RT @dixielily: @mjjohnson1216 Reading multiple short pieces on a topic, then
synthesizing info into a newscast is a great activity. #edtech…
RT @MathNeil: Hey, #EdTechChat Tammy from Florida. Can't wait to see so many
of my PLN at #FETC this week.
RT @Gregbagby: @TeacherCast @StoryboardThat I know there is a teacher that
was going to try it. I’m not sure how it has worked out. #edtec…

TeacherCast

RT @Mrreiff: A3: Absolutely love @TalksWTeachers podcast. A "must listen" for me.
https://t.co/gZCardB6u5 #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:25:3

mrsvannasdall
mythsysizer
jgmac1106

SPFTech_Treglia
Doceri_Jason
missraskin
s_bearden
cybraryman1
s_bearden
michaelebraun
fetc
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ebrownorama

19/01/2015 20:25:3

RossCoops31

@MsGutheil Welcome! Great to see you here tonight! #edtechchat #RRCTEd
A3: For some reason I have never really gotten into podcasts. I am sure I am
missing out. #edtechchat

fetc

RT @debbiefuco: @MathNeil #fetc is on my bucket list! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:25:2

RobPorczek

@missraskin @Stitcher Great resource thanks for sharing!! #edtechchat
@TheTechRabbi @BiologyLCHS yup, same with textbooks and worksheets :)
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:25:2

wmchamberlain

19/01/2015 20:25:2

19/01/2015 20:25:2

jmadlock

A3: Absolutely love @TalksWTeachers podcast. A "must listen" for me.
https://t.co/gZCardB6u5 #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:25:2
@ajpodchaski @TeacherCast @s_bearden really?! Thought they were awesome!
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:25:2
RT @AshleyCooksey2: A3: @Elem_Librarian podcasts come to mind. Short enough
but lots of info. Can listen on my lunch break. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:25:2

ajpodchaski

@s_bearden something to focus on at #CoSN15 #edtechchat

Mrreiff
iplante

19/01/2015 20:25:1

Have you checked out the House of EdTech from @mrnesi ?
Great stuff
TeacherCast

#edtechchat
Fantastic tool! Thanks for bringing it to the conversation #edtechchat @missraskin
@Stitcher

19/01/2015 20:25:1

A3: Pushing the edge w/ @GregBCurran http://t.co/qbxPPRB2Pp #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @StoryboardThat I know there is a teacher that was going to try it.
I’m not sure how it has worked out. #edtechchat
@mmoreid So true! Peer critique and reflection is rich learning - #divergentthinking
#RRCTEd #edtechchat
RT @missraskin: A3 Awesome app for listening to podcasts is @Stitcher!
#edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @wmchamberlain it’s a process that can be easy… or dirty…
it’s awesome!

19/01/2015 20:25:1

#edtechchat
@TeacherCast A3: Mine is @StarTalkRadio hands down! #scienceteacher
#edtechchat https://t.co/KkkRGYVPkI

19/01/2015 20:24:5

.@KS_EdMktg everything by @coolcatteacher is great! #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: Creating a podcast/vodcast requires a lot of comprehension
and critical thinking. It is a great activity for students. #…
@TeacherCast @s_bearden we are dangerous - we've only done a few hangouts
and most of it is not pretty :) #edtechchat
#edtechchat A3 love me some @Radiolab http://t.co/7xTFQE6UQo Always inspires
my curiosity
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19/01/2015 20:24:2

wmchamberlain

@ajpodchaski I’d absolutely love that! #edtechchat make it happen
@BiologyLCHS yes, and it takes time and we often are not given that time to play
with it before we have to jump in. #edtechchat

raspberryberet3

@TeacherCast A3: not enough unfortunately #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:24:2

Gregbagby

19/01/2015 20:24:2

AshleyCooksey2

Oh no… I’ve only done the #edtechchat live thing twice…
RT @tsschmidty: #edtechchat A3: One of my favorites is @RckStrPrincipal. I get
great ideas sitting in traffic listening to them!

s_bearden

@ajpodchaski @TeacherCast I am looking at the same thing! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:24:1

WinthropsCity

A3: For #apeuro my students love @TomRichey. I must admit, I enjoy them as well.
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:24:1

T_HEB
jsprfox
Gregbagby
ebrownorama
RobPorczek

wmchamberlain
WardBiology
NLemanski
GrundlerArt
ajpodchaski
PVTechCoach
TeacherCast

TeacherCast
iplante
iplante
EEECville
RossCoops31

@dmcricks a book on Cereal? Like??? Captain Crunch? #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @Gregbagby has anyone tried @StoryboardThat to help plan
video projects? #edtechchat
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@MsGutheil welcome! Check out archives http://t.co/q6DjBx9bBu #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:24:0
@hansenpatty and what better way to show your students that you learn from them
too. they find a new resources unknown to me #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:23:5

ajpodchaski

@iplante @adobevoice And the app was just updated Sharon! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:23:5
@gradeable I think so. Implemented our new LMS, in my faculty training sessions, I
pushed the use of video/audio feedback. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:23:5
@TeacherCast live to audience - record for archive - and post as resource - may
need to bring you to campus for a visit :) #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:23:5

TeacherCast

@Gregbagby great suggestion! #edtechchat

dbuckedu

19/01/2015 20:23:4

KS_EdMktg
missraskin
bkuhl2you
tsschmidty
mrsvannasdall
TeacherCast
AshleyCooksey2
usabbs
jgmac1106
TheTechRabbi
JudyArzt
jmadlock
ebrownorama
iplante
DavidBosso
mmoreid
Gregbagby
s_bearden

A3. It's ok to hate me...I didn't like "Serial". But am finding Cool Cat Teacher's Every
Classroom Matters podcasts great! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:23:4
A3 Awesome app for listening to podcasts is @Stitcher! #edtechchat
@jhox1 @wmchamberlain @2footgiraffe Sounds like a cool idea. We had days
where we were encouraged to observe/be observed. #EdTechChat
#edtechchat A3: One of my favorites is @RckStrPrincipal. I get great ideas sitting
in traffic listening to them!
A2: It's much easier to assess standards while listening to Ss talk. You really know
if they get it. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:23:4

@s_bearden @ajpodchaski I’d love to do a livestream with #edtechchat
A3: @Elem_Librarian podcasts come to mind. Short enough but lots of info. Can
listen on my lunch break. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:23:3

another great one @tackk #edtechchat
Make. Hack. Play. Learn. Started #backstage of my blog to just share the meta
thinking behind my makes: http://t.co/mie5RaNcE8 #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS @wmchamberlain Why and how we use “tech” is no different then
"why do we use a hammer or saw?" Thoughtful use #edtechchat
Excellent LiveBinder filled w/ many ed tech resources via @julnilsmith
http://t.co/AhxfYQHfje #edtech #edtechchat
A2: allowing Ss to interpret CCSS while creating their video responses is a win for
both Ss &amp; Ts. This will ensure CCSS growth. #edtechchat
@PomegranateLab Yes, yes, and yes! When students don't want to publish they are
saying they want to do mediocre work @rushtonh #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:23:2

@TeacherCast if they don't list #edtechchat do we silly string them?!
A2: inquiry is the way to go - tech is an excellent vehicle for student-driven
experiences #edtechchat
RT @ebrownorama: Podcasts are typically shorter, often tutorials, where video
projects can tell a story, etc. #edtechchat #RRCTEd
A3) Well there is this @TeacherCast thing that I listen to while I row… and that’s
about it. :-) #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @ajpodchaski I'd be interested in input on livestreaming.
Considering GHO's. #edtechchat
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@wmchamberlain it’s a process that can be easy… or dirty… it’s awesome!
TeacherCast

#edtechchat
@thomascmurray I wonder how many from @OfficeofEdTech will be at
@SXSWEdu. #EdTechChat

19/01/2015 20:23:0

A3. Please share podcasts for ES Would love to know more #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: Creating a podcast/vodcast requires a lot of comprehension
and critical thinking. It is a great activity for students. #…
RT @DrMattParker: Nowadays, multimedia is just wider definition of communication.
Kids can tweet/blog/post as easily as they talk and write…
A3 Just finished @serial which was my first time listening to and LOVING a podcast!
#edtechchat
@Gregbagby has anyone tried @StoryboardThat to help plan video projects?
#edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q3: Do you listen to podcasts? If so, please give a shoutout to
your favorite shows (Provide links if possible) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:22:5

19/01/2015 20:22:4

BaBlalock

Your good hearts &amp; minds are such gifts to this tech! Thank you! #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS Agreed! This is why teachers need appropriate and timely PD
experiences when using tech #edtechchat

mspatricianhfb

A3: Serial!!! But that's the only one I've ever listened to, not gonna lie...#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:22:4

teachintechgal

RT @iplante: Love @adobevoice for simple creations of voice, pic, etc #edtechchat
first twitter chat, here from Steinbach, MB! Student teacher in Business &amp;
Technology at RRC and UWinnipeg #rrcted #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q3: Do you listen to podcasts? If so, please give a shoutout to
your favorite shows (Provide links if possible) #edtechchat
A2: Podcasting = valuable when students make them... If they are listening, they
should listen to each others #edtechchat
@RossCoops31 @TeacherCast Agree! Need 2 brag about your S's &amp; help
build their portfolio! Show off their innovation &amp; creations #edtechchat
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AlexVKluge
mjjohnson1216
teachintechgal
MsJGabel
missraskin
TeacherCast
iplante
SPFTech_Treglia

MsGutheil
s_bearden
mmoreid
LawgDawg13
s_bearden
iplante
bkuhl2you
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@ajpodchaski I'm researching the same thing! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:22:3
RT @ajpodchaski: I have been asked to put together a hw/sw solution to stream
special lectures and presentations - anyone have recommendati…
19/01/2015 20:22:2
A2 - I think a podcast would be easy to align w/CCSS, if viewed as a product where
kids show understanding, just need good Q's. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:22:2

AshleyCooksey2
s_bearden
RossCoops31
TeacherCast

RT Love this! A2. Applying #PBL for CCSS doesn't mean it has to be straightfoward
project. It could be a song or play. :) #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:22:2
RT @ajpodchaski: I have been asked to put together a hw/sw solution to stream
special lectures and presentations - anyone have recommendati…
19/01/2015 20:22:2
RT @TeacherCast: @RossCoops31 make large hoops and it gets easier
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:22:2
@ajpodchaski to record? or to edit? or to post? #edtechchat
RT @julnilsmith: I have a podcast/audiocast tab on this #edtech Livebinder:
#edtechchat http://t.co/yYO3lSlshv
Q3: Do you listen to podcasts? If so, please give a shoutout to your favorite shows
(Provide links if possible) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:22:2

@TeacherCast Great point… I am going to use that one! #edtechchat
#edtechchat How "public" is too public for student work? Should it be viewed by the
world? the class? parents and faculty?
Creating a podcast/vodcast requires a lot of comprehension and critical thinking. It is
a great activity for students. #edtechchat
Nowadays, multimedia is just wider definition of communication. Kids can
tweet/blog/post as easily as they talk and write. #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: I used to (and will again soon) stream my classroom live
daily. Kind of like a 24/7 live podcast :) #edtechchat
RT @Gregbagby: @gradeable Some students are given the opportunity to “hijack”
their learning and show what they know via videos #edtechchat
Love using a process for creating videos from storyboarding. Kids have to really
think #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:22:1

Love @adobevoice for simple creations of voice, pic, etc #edtechchat
RT @tomrchambers: Go to http://t.co/DHzaHsHinH to see what students are
capable of doing via technology #edtechchat
I have been asked to put together a hw/sw solution to stream special lectures and
presentations - anyone have recommendations? #edtechchat
RT @dixielily: @mjjohnson1216 Reading multiple short pieces on a topic, then
synthesizing info into a newscast is a great activity. #edtech…
A2. Applying #PBL for CCSS doesn't mean it has to be straightfoward project. It
could be a song or play. :) #edtechchat
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19/01/2015 20:21:3

T_HEB

@RossCoops31 make large hoops and it gets easier #edtechchat
Great point to bring up! Necessary steps to build understanding, provide support,
&amp; develop craft. @TheTechRabbi #edtechchat #TeachWriting

s_bearden

@julnilsmith Great resource, thanks for sharing :) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:21:3

teachintechgal

@Gregbagby @gradeable love the word "hijack" :-) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:21:3

ebrownorama

@miss_dowse @RRC Thanks! #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain I think tech gets used ineffectively when Trs feel pressure to use
tech for tech sake. #edtechchat
RT @julnilsmith: I have a podcast/audiocast tab on this #edtech Livebinder:
#edtechchat http://t.co/yYO3lSlshv
@mjjohnson1216 Reading multiple short pieces on a topic, then synthesizing info
into a newscast is a great activity. #edtechchat
@dbuckedu No way, that's so cool! Do a lot of teachers in your school practice this?
#edtechchat
@iplante @mjjohnson1216 Film 101 for my MS Ss helps them understand why their
favorite films are so “awesome”. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:21:3

@TeacherCast I know. I hate jumping through hoops. #edtechchat
A2. AP level, I love to have Ss demonstrate mastery via podcast or video instruction.
When they teach peers they dig deeper #edtechchat
RT @miss_dowse: @ebrownorama My pleasure! Check out what us preservice
teachers have been up to @RRC http://t.co/E8rgK4S1IR #edtechchat
RT @TeachThought: A2) That said, Podcasting is every bit the equal of video and
text as a learning resource for students. #edtechchat
RT @bkuhl2you: A2 - As a paired text - how two texts about the same or similar
issues are related, or show contrasting perspectives, etc. …

19/01/2015 20:21:2

Q3 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
@ebrownorama My pleasure! Check out what us preservice teachers have been up
to @RRC http://t.co/E8rgK4S1IR #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady
Schools chat on Monday, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @OfficeofEdT…
A2 - As a paired text - how two texts about the same or similar issues are related, or
show contrasting perspectives, etc. #edtechchat
@gradeable Some students are given the opportunity to “hijack” their learning and
show what they know via videos #edtechchat
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iplante
teachintechgal
ajpodchaski

RT @wmchamberlain: I used to (and will again soon) stream my classroom live
daily. Kind of like a 24/7 live podcast :) #edtechchat
@TeacherCast @Mrreiff @SPFTech_Treglia yay Apple! #edtechchat
RT @TheTechRabbi: Storyboarding and Script writing are two critical areas of film
production that cant be overlooked #edtechchat
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@RossCoops31 you need to preview, ask permission, and then share freely
TeacherCast
julnilsmith

teachintechgal
GiaRussell
thomascmurray
robpennington9
TechTeresa
jsprfox
teachintechgal
TheTechRabbi
PVTechCoach
jhox1

#edtechchat
I have a podcast/audiocast tab on this #edtech Livebinder: #edtechchat
http://t.co/yYO3lSlshv
RT @TeacherCast: @Mrreiff @SPFTech_Treglia Tons of great #Apple products to
help with video creation. Most are FREE !!!

19/01/2015 20:20:2

#edtechchat
RT @TeachThought: A2) That said, Podcasting is every bit the equal of video and
text as a learning resource for students. #edtechchat
Join @MrMacnology @bengrey &amp; @RafranzDavis as we discuss 'What is
#FutureReady?' 1/27 4pm ET - http://t.co/EyML4pXY03 #edtechchat
How Urban Meyer "flipped teaching” Ohio State Football team.
http://t.co/DYhDqVzHxf #edtechchat
RT @BaBlalock: A2: Common Core requires students to think and apply knowledge.
When students create videos, they are practicing this skill…
@wmchamberlain this is awesome William, looking forward to this being live again :)
#edtechchat
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19/01/2015 20:20:2

19/01/2015 20:20:1
19/01/2015 20:20:1
19/01/2015 20:20:1
19/01/2015 20:20:1
19/01/2015 20:20:0

@Mrreiff @SPFTech_Treglia yes! Garage Band is fabulous! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:20:0
Storyboarding and Script writing are two critical areas of film production that cant be
overlooked #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:20:0
@iplante @mjjohnson1216 #edtechchat that's a good move if you're a PARCC
state!
19/01/2015 20:20:0
@wmchamberlain I dropped in one day. :) @2footgiraffe @bkuhl2you #edtechchat
Podcasts are typically shorter, often tutorials, where video projects can tell a story,
etc. #edtechchat #RRCTEd
@Mrreiff @SPFTech_Treglia Tons of great #Apple products to help with video
creation. Most are FREE !!!

19/01/2015 20:20:0

#edtechchat
@TeacherCast Anytime students podcast, work should be made public… Curious
how teachers make this happen. #edtechchat
A2. Media can be a vehicle for #PBL. CCSS ELA stds: close reading, argumentative
writing. Collaboration can be used for project #edtechchat
A2: Can be used to SHOW number relationships and estimation. And provide multi
modality ins. in math #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:19:4

19/01/2015 20:19:2

lisa_hite

RT @RobPorczek: Love all the resources everyone is providing #edtechchat
@SPFTech_Treglia ABSOLUTELY! Students in my ELA classes use #garageband
to create podcast chapter guides for in class novels #edtechchat
RT @lisa_hite: Podcasts potential for addressing 21st Century skills like innovation
and technology? http://t.co/0YdaHRD5bh #edtechchat
@usabbs absolutly @officialvoki is a great app… i loved having them on the
podcast! #edtechchat
RT @iplante: @mjjohnson1216 I encourage Ss to dissect video just as much as text
#edtechchat actually had then dissect lyrics recently
Podcasts potential for addressing 21st Century skills like innovation and technology?
http://t.co/0YdaHRD5bh #edtechchat

s_bearden

@Doceri_Jason @teamDoceri Welcome! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:19:0

RobPorczek
iplante

Love all the resources everyone is providing #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:19:0
@mjjohnson1216 I encourage Ss to dissect video just as much as text #edtechchat
actually had then dissect lyrics recently
19/01/2015 20:18:5

michaelebraun

RT @TeacherCast: Thank you all for joining us tonight on #edtechchat
Looking forward to sharing Podcasting Stories tonight

19/01/2015 20:18:5

teachintechgal

@s_bearden I'll check and get back to you:) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:18:5

SPFTech_Treglia

19/01/2015 20:18:5

2footgiraffe

@bkuhl2you Thanks for explaining! #edtechchat
RT @wmchamberlain: @bkuhl2you yup, used to get lots of visitors dropping in :)
#edtechchat @2footgiraffe does it too

usabbs

@officialvoki is great also #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:18:5

michaelebraun

RT @TeacherCast: Q1 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:18:5

ebrownorama
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raspberryberet3
NLemanski
teachintechgal
DrMattParker
Doceri_Jason
michaelebraun
teachintechgal
TeacherCast
s_bearden
iplante
MittAubs
bkuhl2you
ebrownorama
DotsonMary
mjjohnson1216
dmcricks
s_bearden
wmchamberlain
Mrreiff
mythsysizer
AlexVKluge
teacher_graham
RossCoops31
debbiefuco
PomegranateLab
tsschmidty
iplante
s_bearden
SPFTech_Treglia
gradeable

@SPFTech_Treglia @s_bearden definitely!! #edtechchat
A2) maybe if taught in conjunction with notetaking skills or app. Ss can summarize
content with facts to demonstrate comp #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Thank you all for joining us tonight for #edtechchat This is a
great conversation already… and it’s only getting started!
@BaBlalock right, many connections in the #ccss that go deeper than paper/pencil.
It's evaluation, communication, collaboration #edtechchat
Hello #edtechchat I like this topic tonight! Jason SPED teacher and @teamDoceri
Community advocate.
RT @TeacherCast: Q2: How can Podcasting and media projects be aligned with the
CCSS? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:18:4

@s_bearden hi Susan! Sent u a DM the other day:) #edtechchat
Thank you all for joining us tonight for #edtechchat This is a great conversation
already… and it’s only getting started!
RT @SPFTech_Treglia: Q2 I'm not a T but can't podcasts be used by Ss for
language arts - especially reading comp? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:18:0

RT @mjjohnson1216: A2. Ah yes, comprehension - ideas anyone? #edtechchat
RT @mythsysizer: #edtechchat A2 Here in Australia, we use media production as a
way for students to learn and demonstrate what they learn! …
@SPFTech_Treglia Eh, not really. Different kind of thinking - listening. Separate
standard. #edtechchat
@iplante @BaBlalock @MoserMmoser @explainevrythng @reshanrichards So
agreed! #iPad #edtechchat #RRCTEd great for tutorials too!
RT @thomascmurray: Join #edtechchat in ten minutes! Podcasting in the Classroom
w/ #edtechchat guest mod @TeacherCast 8pm ET

19/01/2015 20:17:5

A2. Ah yes, comprehension - ideas anyone? #edtechchat
RT @jhox1: @dmcricks We use Doodlecast Pro (Pd app, but I got it when it went
free). They are 3rd graders. http://t.co/vl7z93EShS #edtechch…

19/01/2015 20:17:2

@teachintechgal Thanks for joining us tonight :) #edtechchat
@BiologyLCHS I know :) It is awesome when kids use it well and not so much
otherwise in schools #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Anyway we can inspire Ss to engage, grow, and show what they know
is key..podcasts can be another avenue for that #edtechchat
#edtechchat A2 Here in Australia, we use media production as a way for students to
learn and demonstrate what they learn! Any subject!
@jhox1 Eventually, they can do cool stuff with interactive digital technology meshed
w/videos. https://t.co/zGXVE4wxtl #EdTechChat
A2: Whether watching or creating a video the CCSS are present. It's all about how
it's used. #edtechchat
Podcasting with radio broadcasts, analysis of historical events, meets Common
Core, #edtechchat http://t.co/OoD9f6XyE9
RT @wmchamberlain: I used to (and will again soon) stream my classroom live
daily. Kind of like a 24/7 live podcast :) #edtechchat
RT @WardBiology: @TeacherCast A2 Love using OERs but having an easy media
creation tool would let me and students ensure alignment in our w…
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 @dmcricks @debbiefuco I’ve got a ton of tips
and tricks on http://t.co/XjlEwAJ3vE or… just DM for more ??? #…
RT @JudyArzt: @iplante @zaption Here is one example: #MLK legacy, Selma video
lesson w/ students: http://t.co/qaoEYng8xR… #edtechchat
RT @DrMattParker: @teachintechgal I love the "director of innovation" title. I'd like
to request "ambassador of learning". #edtechchat
Q2 I'm not a T but can't podcasts be used by Ss for language arts - especially
reading comp? #edtechchat
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19/01/2015 20:16:5

jhox1

@Gregbagby That's awesome, are you doing this in your classroom? #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:16:4
A2. Most commonly used word in CCSS is research. Having Ss as producers of
information requires research. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:16:4
@dmcricks We use Doodlecast Pro (Pd app, but I got it when it went free). They are
3rd graders. http://t.co/vl7z93EShS #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:16:4

s_bearden

@dbuckedu Very cool! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:16:4

teachintechgal

@DrMattParker ohhhhh I like that! #edtechchat
@iplante @zaption Here is one example: #MLK legacy, Selma video lesson w/
students: http://t.co/qaoEYng8xR… #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady
Schools chat on Monday, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @OfficeofEdT…
@wmchamberlain Tech is awesome. That wasn't a slam on you or tech.
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:16:4

robpennington9

JudyArzt
kmckenzie29
BiologyLCHS

19/01/2015 20:16:4
19/01/2015 20:16:3
19/01/2015 20:16:3

iplante
s_bearden
PomegranateLab
dbuckedu
BaBlalock
DrMattParker
mrsvannasdall
s_bearden

@BaBlalock @MoserMmoser agree @explainevrythng is an amazing
tool!#edtechchat @reshanrichards
RT @TeachThought: A2) That said, Podcasting is every bit the equal of video and
text as a learning resource for students. #edtechchat
Amazing! How'd you pull that off?MT @WinthropsCity: @PomegranateLab ..comp
Ts teach ss all apps that I will use prior to lesson. #edtechchat
@s_bearden Through the LMS. Am able to record right in the grade book through a
Speed Grader system. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:16:3
19/01/2015 20:16:2
19/01/2015 20:16:2
19/01/2015 20:16:2

@PVTechCoach I agree!The learning goal should always be the target! #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:16:2
@teachintechgal I love the "director of innovation" title. I'd like to request
"ambassador of learning". #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:16:1
A2: The content could be CC - for ELA many speaking standards can be taught Like following a speaker's argument. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:16:1
19/01/2015 20:16:1

TeacherCast

@teachintechgal @usabbs @ThingLink_EDU Me too! #edtechchat
Ss can podcast abt anything they are passionate abt or learning abt! #edtechchat
Make their work authentic.
RT @TeachThought: A2) That said, Podcasting is every bit the equal of video and
text as a learning resource for students. #edtechchat

teachintechgal

@BaBlalock @MoserMmoser @explainevrythng both awesome apps! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:16:1

AshleyCooksey2

Ashley from arkansas here. Joining late tonight! #edtechchat
RT @BaBlalock: A2: Common Core requires students to think and apply knowledge.
When students create videos, they are practicing this skill…
A2) That said, Podcasting is every bit the equal of video and text as a learning
resource for students. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 @dmcricks @debbiefuco I’ve got a ton of tips
and tricks on http://t.co/XjlEwAJ3vE or… just DM for more ??? #…
RT @BaBlalock: @MoserMmoser If you have iPads, use @Explainevrythng or
iMovie! #edtechchat
RT @ChrissannRuehle: A1: I record verbal feedback on assignments using my IPhone and forward it out to students. Seems to work well. #edte…
RT @BaBlalock: @MoserMmoser If you have iPads, use @Explainevrythng or
iMovie! #edtechchat
@LawgDawg13 @dmcricks @debbiefuco I’ve got a ton of tips and tricks on
http://t.co/XjlEwAJ3vE or… just DM for more ??? #edtechchat
@TeacherCast A2 Love using OERs but having an easy media creation tool would
let me and students ensure alignment in our work #edtechchat
@bkuhl2you yup, used to get lots of visitors dropping in :) #edtechchat @2footgiraffe
does it too

19/01/2015 20:16:1

@usabbs @ThingLink_EDU love thinglink #edtechchat
@BaBlalock Agreed! Video projects can create a much more nuanced
understanding of a subject. #edtechchat
@dmcricks @TeacherCast I’m the tech coordinator/instructional coach at a Pk-8
school. I have access to all grades. #edtechchat
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JodiMos
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TeachThought
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19/01/2015 20:15:4
19/01/2015 20:15:3

tsschmidty

RT @usabbs: also use @ThingLink_EDU for assessments #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:15:3
#edtechchat Q2 key to CCSS alignment is start with standards! Integrate media, but
let it be driven by the learning goal.
19/01/2015 20:15:2
@LeavingVillage How did you do this? This is something I hope to do at my site!
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:15:2

s_bearden

@dbuckedu How are you doing so? Sounds cool! #edtechchat

BaBlalock

@MoserMmoser If you have iPads, use @Explainevrythng or iMovie! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:15:1
@gradeable Since early 2000's w/ actual audio tapes that I'd give and get back from
Ss!! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:15:1

PVTechCoach

dbuckedu

19/01/2015 20:15:2

@dmcricks @debbiefuco High School Music Teacher here!
TeacherCast
iplante
NLemanski
PomegranateLab
Mrreiff
usabbs
DrMattParker

#edtechchat
Anyway we can inspire Ss to engage, grow, and show what they know is
key..podcasts can be another avenue for that #edtechchat
RT @BaBlalock: @jsprfox It is very powerful when students create videos that
explain their learning! @Explainevrythng is a good app for tha…
Interesting! Reference? Wd &lt;3 to read it. MT @dbuckedu: ...Research states Ss
stop reading after a few written comments anyway! #edtechchat
RT @RossCoops31: @iplante @TeacherCast @wkrakower Documentation forces
them to “pull out” the pivotal parts of the creation process. #edtec…

19/01/2015 20:15:0

also use @ThingLink_EDU for assessments #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain that's cool, could be archived for absent kids or sub next year! I
used to record my lesson when I split a class #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:14:5

19/01/2015 20:15:0
19/01/2015 20:15:0
19/01/2015 20:14:5
19/01/2015 20:14:5

19/01/2015 20:14:5

19/01/2015 20:14:5

raspberryberet3

RT @Shakespeare_300: All you need to know B4 the curtain goes up or the test
goes down! #Shakespeare #edtechchat
http://t.co/CxaesPtsm4 htt…
@TeacherCast A2: not overly familiar with CCSS as Canadian but needs to be
integrated cross-curricular w/ social justice lens #edtechchat

bkuhl2you

@wmchamberlain On an open feed? Wow. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:14:4

AlexVKluge

@TeacherCast Yes, see leading question :) #EdTechChat
@PomegranateLab Lucky that I work closely with my computer teachers and they
teach ss all apps that I will use prior to lesson. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:14:3

19/01/2015 20:14:3

Gregbagby

@explainevrythng is my go to. I love its versatility. #edtechchat
A1 We have been experimenting w/ many different tools &amp; like having variety.
As long as it gets to drive so our Ss can access. #edtechchat
RT @BaBlalock: A2: Common Core requires students to think and apply knowledge.
When students create videos, they are practicing this skill…
A1: I record verbal feedback on assignments using my I-Phone and forward it out to
students. Seems to work well. #edtechchat
RT @dbuckedu: A1: Am using video for personalized feedback on writing assign. Ss
appreciate the interaction rather than written comments. …
RT @debbiefuco: @TeacherCast Would Mystery Quest type clues be appropriate
for podcasts? Share with other classes and have guess location? …
A2: Common Core requires students to think and apply knowledge. When students
create videos, they are practicing this skill. #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q2: How can Podcasting and media projects be aligned with the
CCSS? #edtechchat
@iplante @TeacherCast @wkrakower For each portion “pulled out,” they answer
certain reflective questions. #edtechchat
@miss_dowse 3rd grade team have a "Wax Museum" project with Aurasma.Pic of
Ss in costume leads to vid of S as historical figure #edtechchat
A2) You can create them around the CCSS just like you would your lessons. You
can used the Ss made video for assessment #edtechchat

dbuckedu

@WardBiology Our college uses @instructure Canvas. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:14:1

gradeable

@dbuckedu That's a great idea! How long have you been doing that? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:14:1

debbiefuco

bkuhl2you

@TeacherCast Yea, that’s what I thought. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:14:1
RT @TeacherCast: Q2: How can Podcasting and media projects be aligned with the
CCSS? #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:14:0
RT @wmchamberlain: I used to (and will again soon) stream my classroom live
daily. Kind of like a 24/7 live podcast :) #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:14:0

robpennington9

Great Post by @RossCoops31 All the Wrong People in all the Wrong Meetings.
http://t.co/Z01wHhdEwI #edtechchat

rainbowjay2

WinthropsCity
TheTechRabbi
T_HEB
s_bearden
ChrissannRuehle
gradeable
dmcricks
BaBlalock
s_bearden
RossCoops31
tsschmidty

iplante
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19/01/2015 20:14:1

19/01/2015 20:14:0

@jjrobins @mmoreid @miss_dowse @ebrownorama
TeacherCast

No good project comes without pre-prep #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:13:5

TeachThought

A2) We should probably sit this one out. : ^ ) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:13:5

iplante

Anyone using @zaption? New tool to me #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:13:5
@miss_dowse I love #aurasma! designed a scavenger hunt around campus using it
to provide clues. Great tool! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:13:5
@love2runnteach @powtoons is #stunninglyamazing!! #edtechchat great for
presentation, video, showing learning
19/01/2015 20:13:5

EEECville
ebrownorama
teachintechgal
trockr11
TeacherCast
RossCoops31
LeavingVillage
wmchamberlain
dbuckedu
MrLeimer
s_bearden

Here but a lil late:) Katrina Keene director of innovation ft Myers,fl #edtechchat
.@jhox1 Love that idea! Video Story Problems are so fun! http://t.co/Zff4hW2FHl
#edtechchat
@debbiefuco Lets make sure you aren’t confusing a “podcast” with a “video project”
#edtechchat
@iplante @TeacherCast @wkrakower Documentation forces them to “pull out” the
pivotal parts of the creation process. #edtechchat
Q1 I have a semi flipped PD coming up. 6 different stations with 10 min training
videos on iPads b4 teachers breakout 2 create #edtechchat
I used to (and will again soon) stream my classroom live daily. Kind of like a 24/7 live
podcast :) #edtechchat
@DrMattParker Yes! More meaningful feedback convos. Research states Ss stop
reading after a few written comments anyway! #edtechchat
A1: as a mus teacher I had Ss create storm sound using body perc /GarageBand.
Added pics later. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski I love @PowToon! I used it to create my videos @Tweechmeapp!
#edtechchat
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BiologyLCHS
PomegranateLab
bkuhl2you
debbiefuco
ChrissannRuehle
TeacherCast
JMVarnerBooks
TeacherCast
luv2teachtech

@wmchamberlain Wow. But the upside is tech is definitely not a crutch or filler of
time for you. #edtechchat
Related to A1, Do u rely on apps Ss already know abt to reduce time spent in
classrm on Ss learning the tool, not the lesson? #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q2: How can Podcasting and media projects be aligned with the
CCSS? #edtechchat
@TeacherCast Would Mystery Quest type clues be appropriate for podcasts? Share
with other classes and have guess location? #edtechchat
A1: I record a video introducing a lesson &amp; push it out to my online students via
our LMS, Angel. Looking for some new ideas! #edtechchat
@dbuckedu @lisa_hite Voxer is great, and it can be used for podcasting, but…
audio quality lags a bit #edtechchat
.@mythsysizer While we're on the topic of YouTube, a tip: Enable the HTML5 player
to speed up/slow down video playback. Awesome! #edtechchat
Q2: How can Podcasting and media projects be aligned with the CCSS?
#edtechchat
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TheTechRabbi

A1 - tech tips I record and post on website for teachers. #edtechchat
@debbiefuco Great use of tech! Science Ts using slow motion to measure velocity.
15 sec video more exciting than 3 sec. #edtechchat

usabbs

http://t.co/CWib9Jb6iG @MrWideo is great for animated videos #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:13:0

love2runnteach

interested in exploring @powtoons #edtechchat
@DrMattParker @wmchamberlain How very unfortunate! I hate it when decisions
are made by pple who don't understand instruction #edtechchat
My Ss learning the annotate videos that support articles to broaden comprehension
skills...they love it #edtechchat
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s_bearden
iplante
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@dmcricks @debbiefuco Feel free to DM me after the chat and ask away ; -)
TeacherCast

#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:12:4

missraskin

Learning lots and so much to investigate by watching the #edtechchat!

19/01/2015 20:12:4

mrsvannasdall

19/01/2015 20:12:4

wmchamberlain

@RossCoops31 Love it!!! #edtechchat
A1) in the past I have used lots of video sites, I prefer youtube now. I also like to
stream using http://t.co/9s5rrh9Uye #edtechchat

jjrobins

A1 I'm taking my (hidden) talents to QuickTime #screencasting #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:12:3

nathan_stevens

19/01/2015 20:12:3

ajpodchaski

@iplante @wkrakower @thomascmurray now that's a party #edtechchat
@DJrSchug Student created video explaining how obsidian is formed using
#minecraft http://t.co/QF6BEdhDqK #edtechchat
@lisa_hite Thanks! Have seen others use Voxer and other applications to achieve
this type of feedback. Very convenient LMS. #edtechchat
A1: Our lower school uses @PowToons - not sure where our upper school is yet due
to #networkproblems #edtechchat

wkrakower

@RossCoops31 Please share :) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:12:2

ebrownorama

19/01/2015 20:12:1

RossCoops31

Welcome also @mmoreid #RRCTEd pre-service @RRC #edtechchat
@miss_dowse Would love to see examples! @Techbradwaid and @TechMinock
visited our school to share #augmentedReality w/ Ts and Ss #edtechchat
I used to use @Layar to embed videos of myself into student textbooks… I liked it.
#edtechchat

TeacherCast

RT @TeachThought: A1) Unfiltered digital content access for students #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:12:1

WardBiology

@dbuckedu Interesting! What LMS do you use? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:12:0

TeacherCast

Q2 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:12:0

TeachThought

A1) Unfiltered digital content access for students #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q1: How are you using Video in your classes this year?
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:12:0

19/01/2015 20:11:4

AlexVKluge

@TeacherCast @RossCoops31 can we discuss this idea?! #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: How to use a Twitter list to create a Tweetdeck column:
http://t.co/MEcSelTlPl My list of #edtechchat moderators: http://t.c…
@MrLeimer @s_bearden I once used tech (core memory on an IBM mainframe) to
generate music on FM radio. #EdTechChat

wmchamberlain

@DrMattParker that is pretty painful. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:11:4

TeacherCast

@debbiefuco what are you interested in podcasting about Debbie? #edtechchat
@miss_dowse Yes! #Aurasma is awesome #edtechchat Your lessons were
amazing!

19/01/2015 20:11:4

jsprfox
dbuckedu

TheTechRabbi

iplante
iplante
electoralhq

ebrownorama

19/01/2015 20:12:4

19/01/2015 20:12:2
19/01/2015 20:12:2
19/01/2015 20:12:2

19/01/2015 20:12:1
19/01/2015 20:12:1

19/01/2015 20:11:5

19/01/2015 20:11:4
19/01/2015 20:11:4

19/01/2015 20:11:3

mmoreid

A1: I agree with @miss_dowse the use of #augmentedReality &amp; #video is
powerful in the classroom @TeacherCast #edtechchat # @ebrownorama

19/01/2015 20:11:3

wkrakower

@iplante @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray OH MY! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:11:3

RobPorczek

@s_bearden That is a great idea! #edtechchat
@miss_dowse I looked into #layar for AR. Have u seen it? Why did you choose
#aurasma? #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: @LawgDawg13 My weapons of screen casting choice is
@Screenflow and @FinalCutPro and @CamtasiaMac

19/01/2015 20:11:2

#edtechchat
Sometimes someone needs to show the way! When it works it will catch on.
@CliffWaldie #edtechchat #flipped

19/01/2015 20:11:2

@wmchamberlain @BiologyLCHS Love your Avatar!!! #edtechchat
If you teach 4th grade, you are welcome to use videos I have created using iMovie
to teach content! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:11:1

@TeacherCast Have never done a podcast. Want to learn how. #edtechchat
A1: My Ts have been using video to screencast lessons. #flippedlearning that
maximizes Ss support #edtechchat
RT @iplante: @wkrakower @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray only if you come to
@EdCampSWCT :)) #edtechchat @pepespizzeria
A1 Introducing to teachers Blogger Jr. &amp; Easy Blogger to help with videoing
tasks in learning. #edtechchat
@AlexVKluge no, problems with infrastructure in school. We are very poor
community so kids don't have many tech tools. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:11:1

@CliffWaldie What screencasting tool do you use? #edtechchat
@wkrakower @love2runnteach Great for HS Ss as well.9th graders &amp;
@iFunFace for Odyssey character analysis http://t.co/pqNTQRPfbT #edtechchat
@s_bearden Usually. I record myself teaching the unit and then share it with the
class on Edmodo or Google Classroom. #edtechchat
RT @debbiefuco: A1 Experimenting with stop-action, slow motion, time-lapse, green
screen, multiple cameras, movie trailers. Fun! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady
Schools chat on Monday, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @OfficeofEdT…
@dbuckedu thays a good idea, efficient and more personable than red ink
#edtechchat
@nathan_stevens @wkrakower @thomascmurray glitter, rainbows and unicorns?
#edtechchat
RT @love2runnteach: animoto is easy and quick for little learners, used with 3rd, 4th
grade as well as iMovie #edtechchat
A1 Experimenting with stop-action, slow motion, time-lapse, green screen, multiple
cameras, movie trailers. Fun! #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady
Schools chat on Monday, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @OfficeofEdT…
@BiologyLCHS technical difficulties, outdated infrastructure that is finally being
addressed now. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:11:0

@mythsysizer How cool! #edtechchat
A1: Augmented Reality using #aurasma is a great way to use videos to make
images come to life! #edtechchat
@LawgDawg13 My weapons of screen casting choice is @Screenflow and
@FinalCutPro and @CamtasiaMac

19/01/2015 20:10:2

#edtechchat
A1: Flipped class...ss watch videos I created. Allows for more #pbl during class. SS
create videos using @Go4Schools #edtechchat
@wkrakower @iplante @thomascmurray I think it involves ice cream #sharonclub
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:10:2

Dave from CT - sorry for the lack of punctuality. I blame the technology! #edtechchat
@wkrakower @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray only if you come to
@EdCampSWCT :)) #edtechchat @pepespizzeria
Save the date! #edtechchat will be hosting a #FutureReady Schools chat on
Monday, January 26th! 8pm ET cc: @OfficeofEdTech @All4Ed
Now until February 27th, you can receive a FREE @Remind t-shirt when you
successfully invite 5 teachers! https://t.co/dGayYcyNLG #edtechchat
RT @DrMattParker: A1: I like to ALLOW students to choose any number of apps to
deliver an informational presentation -they find the best re…
@wmchamberlain my district has greatly restricted video access -using google
education? Its sad that we have o work around tech. #edtechchat
A1: An asynchronous discussion forum on LMS -- no writing, Ss must record
video/audio comments only. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:10:1

mrsvannasdall

missraskin
T_HEB
Gregbagby
BaBlalock
debbiefuco
TheTechRabbi
RossCoops31
luv2teachtech
wmchamberlain
s_bearden
Mrreiff
MathNeil
ajpodchaski
dmcricks
DrMattParker
iplante
s_bearden
debbiefuco
s_bearden
wmchamberlain
s_bearden
miss_dowse

TeacherCast
WinthropsCity
nathan_stevens
DavidBosso
iplante
thomascmurray
KleinErin
PomegranateLab
DrMattParker
dbuckedu
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19/01/2015 20:10:1
19/01/2015 20:10:1
19/01/2015 20:10:1
19/01/2015 20:10:1
19/01/2015 20:10:0
19/01/2015 20:10:0

AlexVKluge

@wmchamberlain Do you not have access because of lack of money, or policy, or
just haven't gotten to it yet? #EdTechChat

19/01/2015 20:10:0

s_bearden

@MathNeil Do you create your own video content, Tammy? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:09:5

DJrSchug

@jsprfox Hi Jasper. Can you elaborate on this a bit? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:09:5

@RossCoops31 = AWESOME Innovator!
TeacherCast
nathan_stevens
wmchamberlain
T_HEB
WardBiology
ms_lister12
RossCoops31
BiologyLCHS
BaBlalock
jhox1
jsprfox
TeacherCast
nathan_stevens
JenaiaMorane
iplante
JMVarnerBooks
s_bearden
ajpodchaski
tsschmidty
TeacherCast
missraskin
bkuhl2you
maggieci
s_bearden
SPFTech_Treglia
AlexVKluge
CliffWaldie
iplante
jsprfox
DrMattParker
TheTechRabbi
TeacherCast
MrLeimer
wmchamberlain

#edtechchat
@wkrakower @iplante @thomascmurray let's call this meeting to order Mr.
president #sharonclub #edtechchat
@AlexVKluge sharing is caring ;) Making videos as an option doesn't get much
traction when there is no excitement of comments. #edtechchat
It does take time @CliffWaldie. My colleagues and I spent an entire PD day to build
a small library of lessons. #edtechchat #flipped
@TeacherCast Depends. Sometimes I like the class to be unified. Other times I like
to give the ability to be at their own pace! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:09:5

@dmcricks Animoto is awesome! #edtechchat
Students document PBL/STEM experiences to tell stories and reflect upon their
work. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:09:4

@wmchamberlain Why do y'all not have Internet access? #edtechchat
@jsprfox It is very powerful when students create videos that explain their learning!
@Explainevrythng is a good app for that! #edtechchat
A1) I have my students create math videos to explain concepts we are learning.
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:09:3

@LawgDawg13 Agreed Wesley, @teamdoceri is a wonderful tool! #edtechchat
@AlexVKluge @wmchamberlain you do not need the internet to produce video .
#edtechchat
@wkrakower @iplante @thomascmurray so tonight's side chat is a meeting of
#sharonclub #edtechchat
RT @mythsysizer: #edtechchat A1 My clever students experimented with making
webseries on YouTube about Australian native animals as well as…
@ebrownorama @RobPorczek @ms_lister12 @miss_dowse welcome! We archive
http://t.co/q6DjBx9bBu #edtechchat
@TheTechRabbi @wmchamberlain Good point &gt;&gt;&gt; "While Ss cant
consume w/o WiFi, they can produce. #edtechchat #empowerment"

19/01/2015 20:09:1

@MrLeimer Awesome! music/tech geeks unite :) #edtechchat
RT @T_HEB: A1 Currently embedded in a Global Focus study of New Zealand.
Showing video to intro culture, flora, fauna. #edtechchat
A1: Students are using Show Me and ExplainEverything as part of their learning.
Teachers are using @DiscoveryEd and @brainpop #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:09:1

@CliffWaldie let me know if you need help with your recordings . #edtechchat
RT @Lucas_Leavitt: @educanon123 and @zaption are two effective ways to use
videos in the classroom #edtechchat
A1 - I like physics videos from Don Lincoln on Fermilab's YouTube channel https://t.co/CVCcn56u7F #EdTechChat

19/01/2015 20:09:0

I've wanted to do so much with podcasting! advice? #edtechchat
RT @iplante: @WardBiology @s_bearden welcome! Hope you enjoy and don't fear
the speed of knowledge...we archive http://t.co/q6DjBx9bBu #edt…
A1 Some of our Ts are using videos created on iPads to model writing pieces as well
as community service msgs #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain Do you really need the internet to produce video? No everything
has to go onto YouTube. #EdTechChat
A1: I really want to start create video lessons to develop a primary flippedclassroom,
but I haven't had the time yet. #edtechchat
@WardBiology @s_bearden welcome! Hope you enjoy and don't fear the speed of
knowledge...we archive http://t.co/q6DjBx9bBu #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:08:5

@iplante Thanks Sharon, so glad to be able to make it! @TeacherCast #edtechchat
A1: I like to ALLOW students to choose any number of apps to deliver an
informational presentation -they find the best resources #edtechchat
A1: Interview famous characters, book characters, and peers. Ss see it as a way to
control their knowledge output. #edtechchat
@debbiefuco podcasting for student news is a great way to use digital media
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:08:3

@s_bearden same here. Former music teacher now Dir of Tech. #edtechchat
@TheTechRabbi that is another problem,. Even byod wouldn't get one in half my
students' hands.Just not enough access #edtechchat
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19/01/2015 20:08:3
19/01/2015 20:08:3
19/01/2015 20:08:3

19/01/2015 20:08:2

Gregbagby
ebrownorama
bkuhl2you
edtechcs
s_bearden

A1) Students produce morning announcements that we stream over Ustream
#edtechchat
So @ms_lister12 @miss_dowse @RobPorczek @MsGutheil - we will explore Swivl
tomorrow :-) #edtechchat #ICT #inquiry #RRCTEd
A1 - Some good physics videos out there - I like Don Lincoln's videos on Fermilab
channel - http://t.co/oTPAfrKL4a #edtechchat
A1: Science teachers use Netflix to demonstrate real life application of taught
material. @TeacherCast #edtechchat
Loving the mix of "old" and new faces tonight! Or should I say "seasoned?"
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:08:2
19/01/2015 20:08:2
19/01/2015 20:08:2
19/01/2015 20:08:1
19/01/2015 20:08:1

@JodiMos @Touchcast check out our show with touchiest
TeacherCast

http://t.co/GbSrabjBu9 #edtechchat

BaBlalock
Lucas_Leavitt

A1: Students create videos to show understanding of content. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:08:1
@educanon123 and @zaption are two effective ways to use videos in the classroom
#edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:08:1

jsprfox

A1: Also harnessing the power of student created videos #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:08:0

ms_lister12

A1: I have used Animoto to create videos for my Focusing Events #edtechchat
@love2runnteach love animate great way to use video with elementary students
#edtechchat
A1 Started a student news show this year, which is new to this school. So
experimenting with video. #edtechchat
A1 I’m an admin. I use @Touchcast w/ Ss to let community know what’s happening
inside the school. They report out. #edtechchat
@TeacherCast A1: I also like it for differentiation. Ss watch individual at their own
paces, as many times as they need. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:08:0

19/01/2015 20:07:4

LawgDawg13

@ChrissannRuehle Glad to have you with us #edtechchat
A1: Supplemental resources to eliminate boring whole class direct instruction
#edtechchat
A1: Am using video for personalized feedback on writing assign. Ss appreciate the
interaction rather than written comments. #edtechchat
A1 Also working on blended lessons to support center work. Ss creating video to
share learning. #edtechchat
A1: videos for performance tasks, making news reports, math lesson boosts, etc.
#edtechchat
A1) It is very hard to get excited about audio/video on my blogs when the kids can't
even see them at school. #edtechchat
A2) At the beginning of most sections, at the end of many lessons in powerpoint.
Relative to lesson. @TeacherCast @bkuhl2you #edtechchat
A1 cont: either as flipped classroom or review. Also, have S's make their own for
other S's to learn from #edtechchat

DrMattParker

Matt from MO popping in on this MLK day! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:07:1

iplante

@jsprfox @TeacherCast Jasper your voice key here tonight #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q1: How are you using Video in your classes this year?
#edtechchat
A1: I use screencasting as a manner to better assist both the students and staff with
new programs and tricks. #edtechchat
A1: I just recently used Animoto for an assignment for my ICT class!!
@ebrownorama #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @iplante @BAMRadioNetwork @TeacherCast JEANNETTE
ROCKS!!! #edtechchat
#edtechchat, A1:I use videos to introduce units of study and to engage students.
Currently studying figurative language, many great videos!
animoto is easy and quick for little learners, used with 3rd, 4th grade as well as
iMovie #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:07:1

@TeacherCast they love it!! #edtechchat
@iplante @Gregbagby @wkrakower now that is a great #sharp club membership
cards #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1 My clever students experimented with making webseries on
YouTube about Australian native animals as well as the Solar System!
A1: Randomly videotaping students, just in case footage is needed at some point in
time. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Little known fact about @TeacherCast: He plays the VIOLA!
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:07:0

#edtechchat Have not used Swivl so awesome learning and will explore!
@WardBiology how do you show your students the podcasts? In a group? or
individual links #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:07:0
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19/01/2015 20:06:5

s_bearden

Little known fact about @TeacherCast: He plays the VIOLA! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:06:5

iplante

@teacher_graham thanks for joining in! #edtechchat
A1: In my class we use video &amp; #iMovie to compare films with the novels
they're based on http://t.co/2XWJxbsPUO #edtechchat
@wmchamberlain While Ss cant consume w/o WiFi, they can produce. #edtechchat
#empowerment
A1) I produce a short video called the Principal features a 4th grader that
encourages the Ts and Ss. #edtechchat
Eric from Baltimore joining in.
A1. We have skipped with experts in the field (APES) and traditional flipping uses
too.

19/01/2015 20:06:5

#edtechchat
@ebrownorama @RobPorczek @ms_lister12 @miss_dowse Welcome all!
#edtechchat
@WardBiology @s_bearden Welcome! It's a great group &amp; always fabulous
chats. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll learn #edtechchat
A1: I use video to provide lessons to those that were absent or for those that need to
hear it again. #edtechchat
A1: I use YouTube a lot, and I am about to start an iMovie project Soundtrack of Our
Lives project w/ 5th grade #edtechchat
A1 Ss using video for creating newscast or filming plays they cowrote with me
#edtechchat as book projects
A1. Love to have my Ss create videos. Ran out of time on block, but planning for a
group to make a lab safety video. #edtechchat
A1: have made several videos and published them to @YouTube using
@teamdoceri this year #edtechchat
@bandmanakers Let's here it for the music teacher/tech geek combo! (I'm a music
teacher turned tech director) #edtechchat
@raspberryberet3 Podcasting for Flipped classroom is great… I have my students
creating podcasts this week #edtechchat
A1: I have used Animoto and iMovie to create video with my second graders.
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:06:4

Jessica from Wi. Just a shade late, sorry! #edtechchat
A1: Video in the form of; Interviews, Screencasting, Animation, Visual engagement
as long as clear learning outcomes are present #edtechchat
@Gregbagby @wkrakower you deserve lifetime membership to this looney bin!
#edtechchat
A1 Currently embedded in a Global Focus study of New Zealand. Showing video to
intro culture, flora, fauna. #edtechchat
@iplante @wkrakower @thomascmurray wow is the first Tim Tom has been shot
down for something #edtechchat
@s_bearden @iplante @BAMRadioNetwork @TeacherCast and jeannette!!!!!!
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:06:0

@s_bearden You, too! This is going to be an amazing week! #edtechchat
A1. Flipped Classes- but power has come from Ss recording own common craft
videos #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:05:5

Hello #edtechchat friends! Julie from St Louis checking in =)
@WalterinDC Can we add more subdued colors to the list? :) #EdTechChat
#VisualDesign

19/01/2015 20:05:5

@TeacherCast thanks Jeff! #edtechchat
@TeacherCast A1: as flipped model; creating movie trailers in science; explain
thinking in math, creating PSAs etc.. #edtechchat
@iplante @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray Thats a much better mascot!
#edtechchat
Hello! I'm Chrissann. Marketing prof joining from Cincinnati, Ohio. Excited to join this
chat! #edtechchat
A1) Not much video this year, we are really hampered with lack of internet access. :(
#edtechchat
@mjjohnson1216 Swivl is great. I learned about it on the @InstTechTalk Podcast
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:05:5

@mjjohnson1216 Sounds like an impossible task! :) #edtechchat
#edtechchat Encouraging teachers to check out @LearnZillion videos to clarify
standards and add another voice to explanations

19/01/2015 20:05:2

@iplante @wkrakower Alex Anonymous fans? #edtechchat
@JMVarnerBooks welcome back to twitter! and good luck with the certification!
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:05:2
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s_bearden
iplante
bkuhl2you
debbiefuco

@MathNeil Hey girl! Look forward to seeing you soon! #edtechchat
@wkrakower @nathan_stevens @thomascmurray no Caden is the mascot!!
#edtechchat
A1 - I like video to introduce concepts that are hard to see in the classroom - like
historical video, etc. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:05:2
19/01/2015 20:05:2
19/01/2015 20:05:1

Gregbagby

@MathNeil #fetc is on my bucket list! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:05:1
A1. We are using Swivl to record PD and instruction absent students might miss out
on. LOVE it! #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:05:0
@iplante @wkrakower I drove 1000 miles to have a cup of coffee w/ her and I don’t
have a membership card. #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:05:0

s_bearden

@WardBiology Hooray! We love #edtechchat newbies! Welcome!

19/01/2015 20:04:5

RobPorczek

@bkuhl2you Thanks :) #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:5

ms_lister12

19/01/2015 20:04:5

chendricks26

@lisa_hite I agree! It's hard to keep up but also exciting! #edtechchat
RT @kodable: #KidsCanCode Chat with guest moderator @tcarey98! "Squeezing
Coding into my Curriculum" #edchat #makered #edtechchat http://t.…

s_bearden

@JMVarnerBooks Good luck, congratulations, and welcome to #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:4

wkrakower

@nathan_stevens @iplante Of course! @thomascmurray is the mascot #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:04:3

JMVarnerBooks

@mythsysizer @s_bearden @TeacherCast G'day, #aussieED! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:2

s_bearden

@wkrakower @iplante I'll be VP! #edtechchat
RT @WalterinDC: The Four Core Requirements for Educators Today! #edtechchat
https://t.co/GWr6uDZG1l http://t.co/dv0GaQk0yp

19/01/2015 20:04:2

This is also my first ever #twitterchat #edtechchat - you guys move fast!
The last three games have been a roller coaster ride. That is why we watch!
#GoDuke #edtechchat @ajpodchaski
RT @TeacherCast: Q1: How are you using Video in your classes this year?
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:2

19/01/2015 20:04:1

bkuhl2you

Jodi from Atlanta tweeting from Orlando...#FETC2015 #edtechchat
RT @TeacherCast: Q1: How are you using Video in your classes this year?
#edtechchat
@s_bearden Hi! Samantha from PA here for my first #edtechchat! 7th grade science
teacher.
@ebrownorama @RobPorczek @ms_lister12 @miss_dowse Welcome!
#edtechchat

TeacherCast

Q1: How are you using Video in your classes this year? #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:1

iplante

@wkrakower hahaha poor you! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:0

s_bearden

@iplante Yes, #edtechchat loves @BAMRadioNetwork :-) @TeacherCast
RT @ebrownorama: First #TwitterChat for my #RRCTEd pre-service Ss
@RobPorczek @ms_lister12 @miss_dowse #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:04:0

mjjohnson1216

missraskin
lisa_hite
T_HEB
EduTriplets
JodiMos
bkuhl2you
WardBiology

ms_lister12

19/01/2015 20:04:4

19/01/2015 20:04:2

19/01/2015 20:04:2
19/01/2015 20:04:2

19/01/2015 20:04:1
19/01/2015 20:04:1
19/01/2015 20:04:1

19/01/2015 20:03:5

@robpennington9
all is great tonight! Recorded 4 episodes today!
TeacherCast

19/01/2015 20:03:5

ebrownorama

#edtechchat
The Four Core Requirements for Educators Today! #edtechchat
https://t.co/GWr6uDZG1l http://t.co/dv0GaQk0yp
RT @iplante: #edtechchat relies on the fabulous Jeanette for our podcasts via
@BAMRadioNetwork chat w/ @TeacherCast tonight on podcasts in …
First #TwitterChat for my #RRCTEd pre-service Ss @RobPorczek @ms_lister12
@miss_dowse #edtechchat

iplante

Welcome to #edtechchat Sharon #LDtechnologist in CT, co-founder and learner

19/01/2015 20:03:3

TeacherCast

@jsprfox Hi Jaspr! Thanks for joining #edtechchat
#edtechchat Jena Ball, CritterKin writer &amp; illustrator and co-founder of the
#NotPErfectHatClub: http://t.co/iv5r8cYxHZ

19/01/2015 20:03:3

@TeacherCast Hey Jeff. Hope all is well. #edtechchat
@T_HEB so far - no worries, but I always get nervous when I watch! #edtechchat
#goduke
Pomegranate Lab here - we create apps to promote a #growthmindset in the
classroom #edtechchat
Hey, #EdTechChat Tammy from Florida. Can't wait to see so many of my PLN at
#FETC this week.
Jasper Sr. Earth Science Tchr from NY. Excited to learn from you all this eve.
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:03:3

WalterinDC
s_bearden

JenaiaMorane
robpennington9
ajpodchaski
PomegranateLab
MathNeil
jsprfox

19/01/2015 20:03:5
19/01/2015 20:03:4
19/01/2015 20:03:3

19/01/2015 20:03:3

19/01/2015 20:03:2
19/01/2015 20:03:2
19/01/2015 20:03:2
19/01/2015 20:03:1

s_bearden

@s_bearden Howdy all. My first Twitter chat in months! Getting ready to start
Google Educator certification this month. #edtechchat
Headed over to #EdTechChat - thanks everyone! Thanks for leading, @dankrutka!
#sschat
@mythsysizer @TeacherCast Yes and we *love* our international participants in
#edtechchat :)

TeacherCast

Q1 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:03:0

wkrakower

Billy from NJ, President of the @iplante fan club #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:03:0

AlexVKluge

Alex, Austin, Tx, Leading edge #EdTech innovation. #EdTechChat

19/01/2015 20:02:5

JMVarnerBooks
bkuhl2you

Thank you all for joining us tonight on #edtechchat
Looking forward to sharing Podcasting Stories tonight
RT @Shakespeare_300: All you need to know B4 the curtain goes up or the test
goes down! #Shakespeare #edtechchat
amanda_sampaio_ http://t.co/CxaesPtsm4 htt…
TeacherCast

19/01/2015 20:03:1
19/01/2015 20:03:0
19/01/2015 20:03:0

19/01/2015 20:02:5

19/01/2015 20:02:4

usabbs

#edtechchat Brian from Ga. ESOL

T_HEB

Tim in Maine. Like @ajpodchaski, keeping an eye on Cameron Indoor. #edtechchat 19/01/2015 20:02:4

Mrreiff

19/01/2015 20:02:4

iplante

Hey #edtechchat. Larry from LI, NY.
#edtechchat relies on the fabulous Jeanette for our podcasts via
@BAMRadioNetwork chat w/ @TeacherCast tonight on podcasts in ur classroom

LeavingVillage

Hello #edtechchat Kelvin from Texas

19/01/2015 20:02:4

bandmanakers
mjjohnson1216

Ryan from Indiana. Music/tech teacher. K-3 #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:02:3
Evening!Meredith from IL I have been performing eye exercises all day -preparation
for the scrolling screen-not missing a word #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:02:3

Gregbagby

Canadians I can’t wait to come up for the World Cup!!! #EdTEchChat

19/01/2015 20:02:3

s_bearden

@raspberryberet3 @debbiefuco @TeachThought welcome to #edtechchat tonight!

19/01/2015 20:02:3

TheTechRabbi

Michael from Los Angeles #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:02:3

MrLeimer

@s_bearden ah how could I forget hootsuite thanks for the reminder. #edtechchat
RT @mythsysizer: Hey #aussieED! #edtechchat is about to kick off with
@s_bearden and @TeacherCast. Podcasting in the Classroom! Very releva…

19/01/2015 20:02:3

@TeacherCast Craig from VA #edtechchat
Hey! #edtechchat. Billie Ann from Charleston! I am excited to learn about using
Podcasts in the classroom!
RT @MrChase: But not the only 5 RT @gtoppo: Five things Minecraft teaches kids
http://t.co/jXqEFljJUS via @usatoday #edchat #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:02:3

Molly- Prek-5th music T in VA #edtechchat
Make sure to add #edtechchat to all of your tweets tonight for this chat. Your voice
matters!
RT @s_bearden: @mrsvannasdall You'll be learning from one of the best tonight!
#edtechchat
Dennis, Middle School Principal, Long Island, NY. Always ready to learn something
new in #edtechchat.

19/01/2015 20:02:1

JenaiaMorane
edtechcs
BaBlalock
iluveducating
mspatricianhfb
TeacherCast
TeacherCast
DJrSchug
MoserMmoser
RobPorczek
s_bearden

19/01/2015 20:02:4

19/01/2015 20:02:4

19/01/2015 20:02:3

19/01/2015 20:02:2
19/01/2015 20:02:2

19/01/2015 20:02:1
19/01/2015 20:02:1
19/01/2015 20:02:0

#edtechchat Melissa, SoCal T looking forward to discussion podcasting
19/01/2015 20:02:0
Hey its Robert Porczek from Winnipeg, Manitoba. I am a Preservice teacher enrolled
in Business/Technology Teacher Education #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:01:5
19/01/2015 20:01:5

mythsysizer

@mrsvannasdall You'll be learning from one of the best tonight! #edtechchat
Hello All!!! Greg From Chattanooga Elem. Admin. #edTechChat tomorrow
#ChattTechChat
#edtechchat Nick from Sydney. Looking forward to hearing about education and
podcasts coming together!

TeacherCast

@robpennington9 Hi Rob! #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:5

nathan_stevens

Nathan, official knight of make-a-lot #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:4

robpennington9
SPFTech_Treglia

Hello #edtechchat Rob from CT.
19/01/2015 20:01:3
Hi all... Emilia from NY (NJ school district techie) - looking forward to learning &amp;
sharing then sharing w/ my Ts #edtechchat
19/01/2015 20:01:2

BiologyLCHS

Geni HS Bio Tr in Ga. #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:2

TeacherCast

@TeachThought @terryheick Hi Terry! Thanks for joining #edtechchat
Colleen from DE, tech teacher grades 1 - 4 Hi Everyone! Happy MLK Day!
#edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:2

Gregbagby

love2runnteach

19/01/2015 20:01:5
19/01/2015 20:01:5

19/01/2015 20:01:2

ebrownorama
s_bearden

Great to participate tonight from Winnipeg, MB, Canada - Teacher Educator Red
River College Business/ICT majors #RRCTEd @RRC #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:2
19/01/2015 20:01:2

s_bearden

@CliffWaldie Welcome to #edtechchat we love newbies :)
#edtechchat Katy Reihsmann from Chicago. Tech coach ready to learn from the
couch!
Hey #aussieED! #edtechchat is about to kick off with @s_bearden and
@TeacherCast. Podcasting in the Classroom! Very relevant right now!
#edtechchat is excited to welcome @teachercast as guest moderator to discuss
Podcasting in the Classroom!

TeachThought

@terryheick representing @teachthought from Kentucky #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:0

raspberryberet3

@s_bearden Shelly from Toronto #edtechchat

19/01/2015 20:01:0

debbiefuco

19/01/2015 20:01:0

mrsvannasdall

Hey, #edtechchat joining from #stl
We will use a Q1, Q2… format for Questions during #edtechchat. Please use the A1,
A2… format for answers.
@MrLeimer Hootsuite for iPad allows you to set up columns or "screens" for
columns (iphone) #edtechchat
Hello #edtechchat - Alex - #techdir in NJ watching @MikeCoachk get win 999 and
making sure @EduTriplets gets triple counted!
Jessica 7th gr + tech coach Pasadena, CA - don't know much about topic - excited
#edtechchat

AlexVKluge

@wmchamberlain @ajpodchaski Over, but what's the point spread? :) #EdTechChat 19/01/2015 20:00:4

raspberryberet3

@TeacherCast Shelly from Toronto #edtechchat

PVTechCoach
mythsysizer

s_bearden
s_bearden
ajpodchaski

19/01/2015 20:01:2
19/01/2015 20:01:1
19/01/2015 20:01:0

19/01/2015 20:01:0
19/01/2015 20:01:0
19/01/2015 20:00:5
19/01/2015 20:00:4

19/01/2015 20:00:4

Hello #edtechchat
2 Babies at home 1 in a crib, one feeding… and 1 baby still in the hospital!
EduTriplets
CliffWaldie
missraskin
s_bearden

Looking forward to this chat tonight!
Cliff, in Prince George, BC, participating for my first time! Looking forward to it!
#edtechchat
RT @MrLeimer: Aside from Twitter / tweetdeck are there any alternative hashtag
tracking mobile apps? #edtechchat
Welcome to #edtechchat! Please introduce yourself and where you’re joining us
from!

19/01/2015 20:00:4
19/01/2015 20:00:3
19/01/2015 20:00:3
19/01/2015 20:00:2

